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This issue is bursting with photographs, write-ups and reflec-
tions to give you a snapshot of the 50th Anniversary IATEFL 
Annual Exhibition and Conference 2016 in Birmingham. 

This year we have a taste of the SIG pre-conference events 
and Mark Hancock and Donald Freeman kindly agreed to 
write up their sessions at the Pronunciation SIG and Teacher 
Training and Education SIG events respectively. The SIG PCEs 
offered a wide variety of content and format, reflected in 
the SIG pages but both Mark and Donald hosted a series of 
workshops, Mark on using the constraints of the learning aim 
to spark creativity in materials writing and Donald to explore a 

design theory on how teachers learn. 
This year there were more sessions than ever including four Interactive Language 

Fairs—a favourite format of mine as it allows the participants to chat informally with 
the presenters from the start. Ayşegül Karaman shared her syllabus designed to cater 
to the needs and interests of her students in Turkey and Susanna Schwab gave us 
a critical appraisal of the new multilingual language curricula being introduced in 
Switzerland. In the forums, Daniel Xerri pleaded for creativity to be integrated into 
teacher training, Stephanie Xerri Agius urged teachers to write with their students 
in class and Shih-Chieh Chien explored the changes occurring in teachers’ identities 
while concurrently pursuing a master’s degree. 

Then, research by Jane Evison and Mary Bailey on the rich linguistic contexts of 
teachers in English Medium Instruction institutions in the multilingual environments 
of Kenya, Nigeria and Malaysia proved fascinating. A totally different approach was 
taken in Alexandra Haas’s workshop on how we learn—and therefore teach—vo-
cabulary. New this year we have the reviews by delegates on a session they attended 
and the topics ranged from John Hird’s practical tips for helping students with 
dyslexia, through Jill Hadfield’s suggestion that we actively select the hidden agenda 
in curricula so that they benefit our students, and Daniel Baines’ research into reflec-
tion, to Silvana Richardson’s plenary on native speakers. 

 The Scholarship winners reflect on their experience and our photo journalist, Ra-
chid Tagoulla, provides his last feast of pictures and words as he embarks on further 
studies and don’t forget to read the Associates and SIGs reports. 

I hope Voices 251 manages to impart at least some of the flavour and atmo-
sphere of the vibrant, inclusive and inspiring event it was. 
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Letter from the President
Reflections on the 50th 
conference 
Beginning

would the founders of iatefL and the 125 participants at 
their first conference at nutford house, London in decem-
ber 1967 ever have predicted that the 50th conference 
would attract some 3100 delegates, exhibitors, job market 
recruiters and stewards? Breaking the attendance record 
of over 2,600 in Manchester, this, by all accounts, will be 
remembered as a very special venue with its open spaces, 
view from the library roof garden and elsewhere, and the 
many restaurants within easy walking distance in which to 
relax with colleagues. 

Connecting

the networking began well before the official opening with 
dinners organised by sigs, iatefL and other eLt practitioners 
catching up with colleagues from around the globe. the 
day before the conference, approximately 650 educators 
took part in the pre-conference sig events on topics such 
as young learners and technology, the role of interviews 
in research, effective teamwork, the teacher’s voice, how 
teacher learning works, and creativity for educational 
change. in addition, 49 iatefL associate representatives 
from 39 countries gathered to share experiences, concerns 
and learn how best to apply for various iatefL and joint 
awards. at the welcome ceremony, the Lord Mayor of 
Birmingham welcomed all the delegates and telc cyclists, 
Julian sayerer, thom Jones and iatefL trustee, gary Mot-
teram, who had raised money for iatefL projects and then, 
over drinks and snacks, those present made new friends 
and refreshed the old, setting the tone for the rest of the 
conference.

Highlighting

the 4-day conference programme started with patron, 
professor david crystal, on fifty years of english, the next 
day we heard from silvana richardson on equality among 
teachers and the labels we assign. on the third morning pro-
fessor diane Larsen-freeman spoke about education as an 
ecological system and on the final morning, scott thornbury 
reviewed the major developments in efL methodology since 
the mid 1960s. the conference closed with the renowned 
story-teller, Jan Blake, who held us in thrall with her stories 
of love, shape-shifters, the wise and the foolish. 

other highlights were the ELT Journal debate with penny 
ur and peter grundy on the merits of teacher training, 
the results of which were decided by the highly ‘scientific’ 
clapometer designed by graham hall; the eLt conversation 
with philip kerr and andrew wickham on recent industry-
oriented trends in the field; and the iatefL agM in which 
Margit szesztay was welcomed in as vice-president and 
carol read stood down from the Board of trustees. 

Innovating

the new conference app proved 
easy to navigate and was very 
popular although some delegates 
could still be spotted toting their 
‘boutique-sized’ programmes, a suc-
cessful innovation begun in 2015. 
the iatefL teddy bears were a great 
success and had sold out by the third 
day. delegates also seized the photo 
opportunities afforded by the iatefL 
frame and filled the celebration tree 
with beautiful messages about what 
iatefL meant to them.

Entertaining 

in the evening there was something for everyone includ-
ing a musical celebration of the 50th conference, a witty 
presentation of shakespeare and iatefL by hilary and david 
crystal, a spoof on a shakespeare play by Luke prodromou 
and others and music and shakespeare performed by 
iatefLers. andrew wright and david heathcliff, back by 
popular demand, led a story-sharing evening and alec wil-
liams guided us through 50 years of well-loved books and 
tales. the international quiz (victoria Boobyer and gavin 
dudeney) as well the pecha kucha evening (Jill hadfield and 
Jeremy harmer) were, as usual, very well attended. other 
events included the fair List awards, the extensive reading 
foundation reception and awards ceremony and an open 
meeting with the creativity group. 

Linking

the 52 scholarship winners from as far afield as Latin 
america and india, the Middle east, africa and china and 
the many presenters and delegates, some of whom had 
travelled half-way round the world to attend and mix with 
others from the us and europe, is what iatefL is about 
today. in all, 111 countries and 115 nationalities were rep-
resented in Birmingham. comments heard included praise 
for new topics, especially those which had never come 
to the forefront of an eLt conference, and for the wide 
range of cultures and opinions the conference embraced. 
thanks to the British council livestream service, much of the 
conference was accessible worldwide. the short film at the 
end of the conference embodied the diversity, cooperation 
and caring embraced by those able to attend and provided 
a wonderful send-off to delegates as well as a foundation 
to continue building on. the addition of the ‘i’ in iatefL has 
been truly earned.

Marjorie 
Rosenberg 
has over 
30 years’ 
experience 
as a teacher, 
teacher 
trainer, 
materials 

writer, and speaker. she has 
published widely in the fields 
of business english and teacher 
development. she served as 
iatefL Besig coordinator from 
2009 to 2015 and on the iatefL 
Membership committee before 
taking on the vice presidency and 
now presidency.

From the President
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Take a look at 

http://www.iatefl.org/jobs/jobs-market/jobs-market-overview
for further information and to register for job alerts.

Considering 
a new role 
this year?

of verbs—one for each of the 
possible pronunciation of the -ed 
ending. 

3 Production. once you have 
your data, this will itself become 
a constraint when it comes to 
writing your material. you will 
find, for example, that minimal 
pairs lend themselves readily to 
information gap type tasks, while 
features of connected speech 
may be better demonstrated in 
some form of word-play such as 
a chant or limerick. 

to illustrate the stages outlined 
above, here is an example of the 
process i went through in writing the following small frag-
ment of pronunciation material:

i know a little bit about kittens
i got bitten by a kitten last year
a certain little kitten in Britain
i’ve not forgotten that it bit me on 

the ear

i began with the intention of producing 
a text which would illustrate cases where 
/t/ tends to be replaced by a glottal stop. 
i prepared by collecting a set of words 
containing this target sound. finally, i 
produced the text by staring at the list 
until a narrative idea emerged, and then 
composed that into a short rhyme. 

the sparkle of a piece of material like 
this contrasts with the seemingly dull process by which 
it was created. it is like a joke; the inventor of the joke 
begins with the punch line and works backwards to create 
a narrative that will lead to it. the punch line is effectively 
a constraint in the composing process. Meanwhile, for the 
hearer, the punch line comes as a delightful twist at the 
end of the story, and the effect can be almost magical. the 
materials writer can harness such magic by learning to use 
constraints as an asset.

jmarkhancock@talktalk.net 

Materials writing
Mark Hancock turns constraints into assets with PronSIG. 

the prospect of creating something from nothing on an 
empty page can be daunting but the materials writer 
has to do just that, and moreover, do it within very tight 
constraints. for instance, if you are writing a narrative for 
eLt purposes, it must not only be an engaging narrative, 
but also a useful learning tool. this means that it must 
effectively display the target language in a natural manner, 
while at the same time be graded to the learners’ level. 
writing a good story is difficult enough already, and when 
you add these constraints to the mix, it seems, on the face 
of it, impossible. however, i would suggest that the opposite 
is true: constraints, far from being an obstacle to creativity, 
actually facilitate it. 

Let’s look at an example from the classroom where it 
is the learners rather than the materials writer who are 
creating a narrative. if the teacher asks the learners to write 
a story about anything they want, many of them will come 
up with very little by the end of the session. if, on the other 
hand, the teacher adds constraints to the task, it is likely to 
become much more productive. for instance, the learners 
may be asked to write a story using only the words below 
and no others.

walter, wendy, want(ed), walk(ed), watch(ed), didn’t, 
with, away, to, and, but

far from limiting creativity, this tight constraint actually 
helps to drive it, and the same is true in materials writing.

to look in more detail at the kinds of constraints the 
writer of pronunciation material must work under, let’s look 
at a simple schema of the writing process in three phases: 

1 Inception. the first step in the pronunciation materials 
writing process is deciding what pronunciation point to 
cover. the constraints here include student age, level and 
language background. their age may affect, for example, 
your decision about whether or not to use phonemic 
symbols. their level may affect your decision about how 
much to simplify the rules. their language background 
may affect which sound distinctions you choose to focus 
on.

2 Preparation. this stage in the writing process is where 
you collect data. the main constraints here are linguistic: 
for instance, if you are working on regular past tense 
endings, for example, you may want to make three lists 

Mark 
Hancock 
has been 
teaching 
for over 
30 years. 
he is the 
author of 
eLt books 
including 
the 

pronunciation titles Pronunciation 
Games and english Pronunciation 
in Use Intermediate (cambridge 
university press), and PronPack 
(forthcoming). with annie 
Mcdonald, he’s the eLt resources 
website hancockmcdonald.com.

… constraints, 
far from being 

an obstacle 
to creativity, 

actually 
facilitate it

Pre-conference events
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the third framework (freeman 2016, which was the 
focus of the workshop) has four parts:

1 Teacher education provides tools, along with opportuni-
ties to use them. 

 these tools allow trainees to rename their experiences 
and thus to (re)construct what they do. the tools are 
developed as the social facts-shared meanings in the 
teacher education environment.

2 Trainees use these social facts to participate in two com-
munities—of activity [C/a] and of explanation [C/e]. 

 a community of activity [c/a] is ‘a group of people who 
are doing a recognised or recognisable activity. the 
particular form of activity has a past or heritage, which 
is what makes it recognisable; because we have seen 
others do the activity in a similar fashion, we can give it a 
shared meaning’. a community of explanation [c/e] is ‘a 
group of people who share common ways of reasoning 
about the world, or particular aspects of it.’ (freeman 
2016: 241f.)

3 Trainees participate in this environment on two levels 
simultaneously: They do certain things (activities) and 
then come to think in certain ways about what they do. 
These ways of doing and of thinking constitute com-
munities. 

 trainees join, participate, and are taken as members 
of a new group on two levels. at first, they articulate 
what they do (their experiences) in terms that make 
sense to the group by using their social facts. over time, 

Using a design theory
Donald Freeman explores teacher learning with TTEdSIG.

the pce session explored a ‘design 
theory’ for teacher training and 
development as a set of simple 
principles that describe how lan-
guage teacher education activities 
and programmes work and what 
makes them more (or less) impactful 
for teacher learning—see freeman 
2009. a design theory both explains 
what is happening and helps develop 
new ways of doing things. as a 
theory, the aim is to describe how 

teacher education happens and represent those processes 
for analysis. the ‘design’ aspect means that the theory can 
be used proactively to plan and evaluate teacher education 
practices.

we started from the premise that much of what is 
done in language teacher education is often anchored in 
convention and tradition, and that by examining what we 
do—our practices as teacher educators—descriptively, we 
can better understand how they work. the design theory is 
meant to provide a way of undertaking this type of analysis 
and examination. in the session, we looked at three ways to 
frame the analysis. 

Three frameworks
in the session, we look at three ways to frame the analysis.

the first describes the core relationship in teacher educa-
tion—teaching teaching. the phrase itself captures the 
isomorphic relationship between content and process: that 
the aim of educating people as teachers is to teach them 
how to teach (freeman 2016: 13). 

the second framework describes the components of 
teaching—see freeman 1989. these include knowledge of 
content and curriculum, of students, of learning theories, 
of the teaching context, and so on; skills in teaching it, and 
dispositions or attitudes that mediate how the teacher car-
ries out the work. for instance, a teacher who is confident 
of the particular content or knowledgeable and friendly with 
a particular group of students, may exercise teaching skills in 
one way, whereas if they are nervous or unsure of what they 
are doing, the lesson may unfold differently. these three 
components are managed through a fourth, awareness, 
which simply directs attention to what is happening. so 
when a student says they ‘can’t see the board’, the teacher 
may realise that where they are standing is blocking the 
student’s line of sight and so becomes aware the student 
can’t see, given where the teacher is standing. awareness 
in this sense is neither exotic nor is it cultivated; it is just the 
capacity to recognise what is happening among the other 
three components.

Pre-conference events

From the conference

Donald 
Freeman’s 
work 
focuses on 
designing and 
documenting 
new 
approaches 
to large-scale 
improvements 

in language teaching that support 
the work of classroom language 
teachers. 

Figure 1. Entering a community of explanation: moving from 
articulation to explanation

it becomes second nature to use these social facts to 
explain what they do. (see figure 1.)

4 Becoming part of a community of explanation 
 trainees are part of a community of explanation [c/e] 

when what they say, their articulations, are no longer 
remarked on and the social facts they use are accepted as 
explanations by the community doing the activity [c/a].
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is multimodality, which is defined 
as ‘the crafted integration of two 
or more ways, or modes, of com-
munication, so that their combined 
meaning as a whole is greater than 
either mode separately or their sim-
ple combination’ (dressman 2010: 
71). an example of this is when a 
teacher’s ability to bring a text to life 
by the careful combination of print, 
audio, video and hyperlinks makes it 
highly engaging for language learn-
ers (Xerri 2016). 

in order, therefore, for teachers to 
foster creativity in the learning environ-
ment they need to be equipped with 
the capacity to think creatively and 
generate innovation. developing the 
knowledge, skills and beliefs needed to 
employ a multimodal approach is just 
one means by which teacher education 
and development can help teachers to 
achieve this form of creativity.

daniel.xerri@um.edu.mt
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Teacher creativity
Daniel Xerri argues for its inclusion in training programmes.

creativity is one of the most exciting concepts that currently 
inform the field of eLt. the attainment of creativity in the 
classroom is most probably dependent on the teacher’s own 
creative practices. this could seem daunting to some teach-
ers, however, these practices need not always be thought 
of as generating novelty out of nothing. teachers’ creativity 
can also consist of the synthesis of disparate elements or the 
formation of connections between things that were previ-
ously seen as incapable of connection.

Definition
in The Act of Creation, arthur koestler maintains that, rather 
than seeing creativity as the creation of something out of 
nothing, it is more appropriate to conceive of it as the act 
of rearranging or regrouping already existing elements. 
he claims that creativity ‘uncovers, selects, re-shuffles, 
combines, synthesises already existing facts, ideas, faculties, 
skills. the more familiar the parts, the more striking the 
new whole’ (koestler 1964: 120). hence, creative people 
are capable of ‘combining previously unrelated domains 
of knowledge in such a way that you get more out of the 
emergent whole than you put in’ (koestler 1980: 344). 

when koestler’s notions of creativity are applied to 
teachers, one could argue that teacher training programmes 
at both pre-service and in-service levels can play a pivotal 
role in promoting this form of creativity (Xerri in press). 
such programmes have the potential to cultivate teachers’ 
ability to engage in what koestler (1964) calls ‘bisociative’ 
thinking, a creative leap of the mind which results in the 
formation of a new matrix of meaning through the act of 
combining elements from previously unconnected matrices 
of thought.

Multimodality 
the pedagogical understanding and subject knowledge that 
teachers receive on training programmes could easily be 
complemented by the cultivation of the belief in the poten-
tial of creative teaching to engage language learners. one 
form of such creative teaching (and of bisociative thinking) 

Daniel 
Xerri is a 
lecturer in 
tesoL at 
the centre 
for english 
Language 
proficiency, 
university 
of Malta. 
he 

holds a phd in education from 
the university of york. More 
information about his talks and 
publications can be found at: 
www.danielxerri.com.

Developing 
the knowledge, 

skills and beliefs 
needed to employ 

a multimodal 
approach is just 

one means by 
which teacher 
education and 

development can 
help teachers to 

achieve this form 
of creativity

teacher learning comes in addressing tensions between 
differing forms of explanation in order to participate in the 
activity in ways that make sense to that community.

donaldfr@umich.edu
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et al. 2005: 79). the project results indicate that teachers’ 
confidence improves and their reasons for writing increase.

Stimulus materials
in addition to attending teacher-writer programmes, teach-
ers can use stimulus materials to help overcome any initial 
reservations they and their students may have about writing 
in class. defined as ‘visual, verbal and/or auditory’ prompts, 
such materials can ‘stimulate discussion of relevant topics’ 
(association for Qualitative research (aQr) 2015). as well as 
providing students with these materials, teachers themselves 
can also use these stimuli as inspiration for writing. activities 
range from writing short texts (such as using social media 
to write 140-character tweets) to producing lengthier and 
more creative output (such as creating dialogue for a comic 
strip or storyboards for tv adverts; aQr 2015). 

using stimulus materials to co-create text with students 
enables teachers to unleash their creativity and explore their 
own identity as writers. in so doing, they also embrace 
writing as a pleasure rather than a chore. consequently, 
students feed off this enthusiasm and, eventually, teachers 
impart the lesson that writing and creativity go beyond the 
classroom. 

stephanie.xerri-agius@um.edu.mt
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Teachers as writers
Stephanie Xerri Agius encourages communities of creative practice.

writing does not come naturally for 
many, including teachers. yet we 
encourage our students to write 
because we acknowledge it is an 
important skill to master. despite 
this, research (cremin 2016; cremin 
and Baker 2010) reveals that many 
teachers do not write spontaneously 
in class. they provide students with 
sample essays, but the painstaking 
writing processes are missing. con-
trarily, ‘writing decisions’ are ‘more 

complex’ in authentic writing (Zuidema et al. 2014: 82). 

Teachers as writers
to better understand this complexity, i re-positioned myself 
as a teacher-writer by writing alongside my students. this 
had immediate benefits. My students were more willing to 
write when they saw me do so. showing them my correc-

tions reassured them that no one 
gets it right immediately. conse-
quently, the students felt supported 
enough to share their writing with 
others. inevitably, there are difficul-
ties as ‘writing exposes us, so it is 
hard to write and even harder to 
share’ (smith and wrigley 2012: 
74). however, sharing is enriching 
for both students and teachers. it 
forges the teacher-writer’s identity 
and supports the teacher-as-mentor 
in the classroom. 

if teachers are unsure or anxious, 
they can join a writing programme 
prior to writing in the classroom. 
teacher-writer programmes set up 
in the us (such as the national 
writing project) and uk (such as 

we’re writers) offer ‘a secure writing environment’ and 
promote ‘a more collegial working atmosphere’ (grainger 

Stephanie 
Xerri Agius 
teaches 
english at the 
university of 
Malta Junior 
college. she 
is currently 
completing 
a phd in 

education at the university of 
Leicester. her research focuses on 
writing and feedback practices.
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materials to 
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their own identity 

as writers. In so 
doing, they also 

embrace writing as 
a pleasure rather 

than a chore
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Findings
positive and negative changes were 
reported by the teachers, despite 
their wide-ranging foci. the teachers 
showed multi-faceted, fulfilment-
oriented and discipline-focused 
professional identities. 

their productive and additive 
identity changes were primarily 
related to their sense of competence 
and fulfilment in terms of the pur-
suit of enhancing their professional 
knowledge, their capacity for con-
ducting research, and their perceived 
need to broaden their horizons. 

on the other hand, subtractive and split identity changes 
mainly related to their change to another discipline whereby 
they were developing their second expertise, losing their 
enthusiasm for teaching but gaining more interest in their 
other field after they had become teachers. this could 
potentially have a bearing on their teaching effectiveness. 

the study revealed how significant the influence of 
the discipline studied was on their identity changes. their 
professional identities were constructed and reconstructed 
as they sought to settle and negotiate between their own 
beliefs and the nature of various disciplines.

Conclusion
with respect to the teachers' identity as knowledge pursuer, 
dedicated educator and competent researcher, the changes 
were generally productive and additive. this implies that 
their learning experience in the master's study positively 
develops their professional identity.

although we also found subtractive and split identity 
changes in some teachers, it was not totally negative. the 
teachers all sought to reconcile the conflict between the 
identities of teacher and researcher as well as the dilemma 
arising from belonging to the two different communities of 
high school and university.

finally, as teachers set the tone and culture of the class-
room and their professional identity may directly or indirectly 
influence students, those teachers who are self-aware are 
better able to continually modify their teaching and thus 
augment student learning.

chien.paul@gmail.com
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Changing teacher identities
Shih-Chieh Chien researches the effect of teachers’ MA studies. 

with the burgeoning of the 12-year compulsory education 
reform (grades 1–12) in taiwan (2014), which leads to not 
only structural, but also considerable educational changes, 
high school teachers are expected to have a deeper under-
standing of their roles and professional development in the 
fast changing society. as suggested by spilková (2011), 
teachers’ professional identity, that is their concept of the 
profession and their self-perception in the role of teacher, 
has a great impact on shaping how the teaching profession 
is practised. 

in view of this, the development of teachers’ professional 
identity, in the sense of clarifying personal and professional 
values, is of great importance. nevertheless, the change in 
professional identity of in-service high school efL teachers 
who are studying for a master’s degree is less explored in 
academia, and it is certainly still virgin territory in taiwan. 
clearly, teachers will undergo identity changes as they enter 
advanced study in today’s challenging school contexts. in 
addition, further identity changes may take place through-
out teachers’ careers due to their interactions in and out of 
schools. the present study aims to explore high school efL 
teachers’ professional identity changes and development 
during their advanced studies (i.e. master’s degrees). 

Research design
in the light of the above, i sought answers to the following 
questions:

1 how far are high school efL teachers’ professional 
identity changes linked to their experiences during their 
master’s studies? 

2 what are the characteristics and influencing factors 
behind these teachers’ professional identity changes?

eleven english teachers from 3 senior high schools in tai-
wan participated in the study. they were studying for their 
master’s degrees in a variety of disciplines such as english 
teaching, Linguistics, education, drama, political science, 
Journalism and Law. they were randomly selected, and their 
teaching experience ranged from 6 to 13 years. individual 
in-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
the teachers. 

according to Beijaard et al. (2004), identity is fluid, 
not static. when interviewed, teachers undergo a process 
of ‘theorizing’, and ‘discover and shape their professional 
identity’ (p. 122) in narrating their own stories. how they 
view themselves and how they are viewed by others is 
theorised and shaped by their ongoing experiences in the 
different communities.
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Interactive Language Fair

motivation may be minimal and general attitude towards 
learning may be negative’ (Lightbown and spada 1993: 40).

Assessing the needs
to gather data on the subjective needs of my learners, i 
adapted needs analysis questionnaires focusing on students’ 
necessities, lacks and wants. the questionnaires were cre-
ated with learners in a non-english environment in mind, 
so their preferences on the content of the lesson and 
opportunities to study and revise english out of the class 
environment were included in them. the results showed 
that students wanted to study materials on topics such as 
the english language and turkish life. the objective and 
subjective needs of the students also reflected that students 
expected to communicate in the target language.

Responding to the needs
By giving them choices in the lesson content on cultural 
issues, the reading materials were chosen keeping this in 
mind (such as a text on turkish coffee), but not forgetting 
the fact that language cannot be separated by its culture 
(such as a text on unusual homes), so the context was 
embedded by tuning into the content according to the 
students’ choices as well as its relevance to their preferences 
and learning styles.

since the students’ exposure to english outside the class 
was limited, students were given a real-life communicative 
activity in the form of a tourist survey. in groups of three or 
four, they went to a popular tourist site. they put their own 
questions to the tourists and recorded themselves. Later on, 
they reported their experiences in class hours with great fun 
and boosted confidence. 

all in all, based on the observations of the 20-hour 
course i designed with materials, activities and end-of-
course assessment activities adapted to their needs and 
preferences, it can be said that the students had been 
successfully encouraged both to take more control of what 
and how they learn and to work collaboratively in teams 
and create common expectations for one another. they had 
become less dependent and more motivated learners. 

aysegul.karaman@ozyegin.edu.tr
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Designing for teamwork
Ayşegül Karaman personalises the learning process.

Learners and teachers may face dif-
ficulties when the general content 
in english courses and course books 
does not address the personal needs 
and preferences of the learners in a 
foreign language context. this paved 
the way for me to design a syllabus 
for my cef a1 level students that 
facilitated their working in teams. 

Recognising the problem
firstly, it was important to analyse 
the issues in a non-english speaking 
environment (nese). 

1. Language and culture

i agree with rivers (1981, cited in stern 1983: 251) that 
learning the language includes learning the culture. if the 
learners do not have any idea about the target language 
culture, communication can break down as grammar teach-
ing is insufficient in the absence of pragmatic knowledge. 
also, ‘language learners often make the mistake that they 
think what is expressed in their language should also be 
expressed in the target language’ (kecskés 2003: 84). for 
example, when turkish students call their teacher ‘teacher’ 
they complain that it does not convey their intent sufficiently 
because they think that in turkish ‘hocam’ conveys respect, 
but in english ‘teacher’ sounds odd. 

2. Exposure and communication

My experience in the classroom bears out Medgyes’ (1986: 
108) premise that a foreign language can only be learnt 
in real communicative situations where real messages are 
exchanged. despite years of foreign language education, 
students in the context of nese are mostly incapable of 
oral communication. i think that some reasons are: limited 
exposure to the target language in a natural environment; 
limited time for practice in the classroom; and unfamiliarity 
with the target language culture, in short, insufficient direct 
access to a purposeful, interactive and productive language 
environment. although students attempt to use language 
in these circumstances, because the interaction can sound 
artificial, time-consuming and aimless, they may not be filled 
with enough energy and enthusiasm to learn english.

3. Motivation

in my institution, where english is merely a compulsory 
school subject to be passed, it is generally impossible to talk 
about intrinsic motivation. ‘if the speaker’s only reason for 
learning the second language is external pressure, internal 
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Interactive Language Fair

during the piloting phase of the 
passepartout programme, exter-
nal evaluations maintained that 
the textbooks did not link french 
and english sufficiently (singh 
and elmiger 2013). the research-
ers recommended that the english 
teaching and learning materials 
should include more multilingual 
activities so that learners are given 
opportunities to draw on their 
resources from learning a first, a 
second and/or a third language. 
(see hufeisens’ factor Model in hufeisen and gibson 2003.)

Teacher cooperation and collaboration
teacher cooperation is key to the passepartout programme 
but how well do teachers cooperate? for my doctoral 
thesis (schwab 2015), i explored how teachers perceived 
the implementation of the multilingual approach in their 
classrooms during their first year of the implementation of 
the new programme. My data analysis revealed that teach-
ers rarely had the time to cooperate or collaborate with 
colleagues. 

for the successful implementation of a multilingual 
approach, collaboration amongst all language teachers 
is of the upmost importance. the findings prompted me 
to develop a project to establish professional learning 
communities (pLcs), in which teachers will have time to 
conceptualise the multilingual approach, engage in reflec-
tion and collaborate with colleagues. the resulting exchange 
of experiences and instructional strategies should eventually 
strengthen classroom practice across all languages and 
grade levels. 

Conclusion
for the passepartout methodology with its focus on a mul-
tilingual approach to succeed in practice, textbooks have to 
link up and integrate the languages and language teachers 
have to be given time to cooperate and collaborate. silvana 
richardson, in her plenary on the native factor stated it 
was high time that language teaching and learning moved 
away from a monolingual bias towards a more multilingual 
approach. however, without teachers collaborating across 
languages and without teaching aids linking languages, the 
multilingual approach to language teaching as described 
in the passepartout curriculum will not find its way into 
classrooms.

susanna.schwab@phbern.ch
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From monolingual to multilingual
Susanna Schwab shares a new approach.

inspired by silvana richardson’s plenary at iatefL 2016, 
where she referred to the multilingual turn in education, i 
would like to share a new approach to (foreign) language 
teaching that some cantons in switzerland are about to 
implement.

a paradigm shift from a monolingual to a multilingual 
approach is imminent in language teaching in switzerland. 
six cantons along the language border between the swiss 
german and swiss french speaking cantons have agreed 
to introduce two foreign languages in primary school in 
an initiative called passepartout. in this programme the 
multilingual approach was defined as: 

Languages are not learned and taught in isolation. 
instead, many links are made, through language 
comparisons, language sensitization and language 
reflection. this has an effect on the curricula, the 
teaching aids and the cooperation of the teachers.

(sauer and saudin, for passepartout, 2008:  
13—emphasis mine)

But how will this affect the teaching and learning?

Integrated language learning
no longer should language learners be treated like blank 
slates when beginning to learn a second, third, or fourth 
language. when english is the second foreign language 
that the young learners are being taught, teachers can and 
should ask the learners to compare, contrast and reflect on 
the new language with what they already know.

how much sense does it make to spend precious lesson 
time teaching students the months of the year when learn-
ers already know the months in german and in french as 
well as in their home language(s)? 
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 Home language(s) German French English

  Januar janvier January
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  März mars March

Teaching aids
another example is an activity called ‘non parlo italiano—i 
don’t speak english’ from the designated textbook for 
french, ‘Mille feuilles’ (Bertschy et al. 2011), which asks the 
learners to compare and contrast how negation works in 
different languages. Besides german, there are examples 
for french, english, italian, spanish, albanian, croatian, 
romansch, russian, Japanese, norwegian, vietnamese, 
chinese, finnish, and dutch. Learners are also asked to add 
their home language(s) in the blank box included at the 
bottom.
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through our analysis of the examples the teachers gave 
us of their linguistic practices, we were able to see the 
importance to them of being able to switch between the lan-
guages and language varieties. these decisions represented 
a complex intersection of setting (such as the classroom, 
the staffroom, the sports pitch) and the role that they were 
switching into (for example, from subject teacher to form 
teacher, to sports coach). it was clear that their responsibili-
ties as teachers went far beyond ‘simply’ finding the best way 
to teach content in english, and that, on occasion, they felt 
they were better able to perform a particular role if they 
chose a language other than english.

Impact of teachers’ PG studies on understanding 
these decisions

the teachers made clear to us that while studying in the 
medium of english, and by negotiating the feedback on their 
own writing in particular, they were developing language 
awareness in a way they hadn’t done previously. reflecting 
on how they used english and other languages contributed 
to a more nuanced understanding of the linguistic complexi-
ties which in turn helped them to interrogate their own and 
their institutions’ practices. it was not only the content of 
their studies that helped them deal more confidently with 
day-to-day issues, but their developing linguistic awareness.

Implications for CPD in EMI institutions
engaging in pg study while teaching afforded them oppor-
tunities to reflect on their reasons behind their language use 
and the roles on which those choices were contingent. this 
leads us to suggest that in-house cpd in such institutions 
could itself harness some of the affordances that these 
teachers experienced through higher education. this would 
enable the development of eMi teachers’ understanding of 
professional discourse in a way that tackles the complexi-
ties of supposed ‘english only’ situations. our suggested 
‘voices’ model of eMi teacher development involves a 
focus on language varieties and options with teachers 
supported to interrogate, complicate and explicate in order 
to speak (and write) with greater knowledge and greater 
confidence both inside and outside the classroom. 

Implications for Higher Education tutors
for non-language specialist he tutors of eMi teachers 
online, we suggest that the voices model could also apply. 
whereas the tutors are skilled in the subject matter of the 
pg course, they may be less knowledgeable about the 
linguistic options with which their students engage daily in 
their work as teachers. these he tutors could benefit from 
being more aware of this aspect of their students’ profes-
sional eMi practices.

jane.evison@nottingham.ac.uk

Teachers’ voices
Jane Evison and Mary Bailey report on the linguistic richness of EMI contexts. 

a substantial number of 
students on our postgradu-
ate (pg) study courses are 
from so-called ‘outer circle 
countries’ where varieties of 
english form part of a mul-
tilingual context alongside 
local indigenous languages. 
here we present research on 
the views of three groups 
of teachers who talk about 
their daily encounters in 
english (both in and out of 
the classroom). although not 
trained as eLt practitioners, 
these teachers’ daily linguistic 
decisions about english and 
other languages impact on 
teaching, learning and social 
encounters with students, 
staff and parents. 

Research design
this qualitative study used 
autobiography tasks, focus 
groups and interviews in 

kenya, nigeria and Malaysia in which 14 eMi teachers 
talked about their day-to-day use of english. Because they 
were teaching and studying simultaneously, these teachers 
were well placed to articulate how being students in english 
impacted on their teaching and vice versa. 

Results
three main themes emerged from our analysis of the data: a 
growing intellectual appreciation of varieties of english; the 
challenges of academic english at pg level (both in terms of 
product and process); and a pragmatic view of developing 
expertise. here we want to focus on an important aspect 
of the first and third themes: the complexity of day-to-day 
linguistic decision making. 

Daily linguistic decisions

the teachers reported a range of languages that were used 
in their own contexts and on which they might draw: in 
kenya—arabic, english, kikuyu, kiswahili, Luhya and Luo; 
in nigeria—egun, english, french, igbo, hausa and yoruba; 
and in Malaysia—Bahasa/Malay, cantonese, english, hakka, 
Mandarin and tamil. they also talked about what they 
considered to be identifiable varieties of english and these 
included not only american, British, kenyan, nigerian 
and Malaysian but also Manglish, pidgin, email/chat/text,  
(in)formal; (in)formal academic and academic.
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Into the mind
But how do new words get into the mind? out of 10 mil-
lion pieces of information that reach us per second, only 
approximately 20 are let through. the gatekeeper of the 
brain is the limbic system. it checks in a split second whether 
something is new, important or pleasant and/or interesting. 
if something is known, unimportant or boring, the limbic 
system does not let it through. 

from a neuroscientific point of view, the teacher is abso-
lutely crucial in this process. the limbic system is an expert 
in checking for people’s credibility. if a teacher appears to be 
disinterested in the learners or the subject, the gates close. 
on the other hand, if we are passionate about our learners, 
the subject and/or teaching itself, the limbic system detects 
this immediately and the brain focuses on anything this 
person says or does. 

in addition to being (in)credible as teachers, we also need 
to get the brain’s attention by offering something new and 
unexpected at regular intervals. the average attention span 
is 10-20 minutes. the brain then needs a little wake-up call, 
for example by a change of method. as the saying goes, 
minds are like parachutes: they only function when open.

There’s no such thing as the perfect 
method
another argument for using a variety of methods is that 
no two people learn alike. Biologically, neurotransmitters 
are the reason for this. as the word indicates, they transmit 
signals between neurones; they literally fuel our thoughts. 
neurotransmitters can be put into two groups: excitatory 
and inhibitory. to make learning possible, the relevant 
transmitters need to be in balance. But each person’s mix is 
as individual as a fingerprint. therefore, each learner needs 
different settings and methods. empirical studies on learning 
preferences support this idea: no matter what the method, 
it does not work for about one in five of the learners. only 
with a regular change of methods can we create suitable 
learning conditions for everyone in the classroom. 

probably most importantly, our students need to know 
that everybody learns differently. for many learners, it is 
almost an epiphany to realise that they are not too stupid to 
remember words; they just need to find the methods that 
suit them, whether it is working with word cards, drawing 
pictures, writing definitions or using mobile apps.

alexandrahaas19@gmail.com
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Into the mind
Alexandra Haas explains how to teach vocabulary effectively.

‘Learn this list of words by next 
week.’ until recently, teaching 
vocabulary was rather neglected. 
independent of the method, the 
focus of english language learning 
was firmly on mastering structures. 
only with Michael Lewis’ The Lexical 
Approach did the focus shift. Lewis 
defined language as a lexical rather 
than a grammatical phenomenon. 
he argued that language learning 
is achieved by the ability of the 
mind to learn, store and process 
lexical items. a theory anyone with 

children can relate to: when we acquire our mother tongue, 
we start with single words, only much later forming our first 
sentences. why then, when it comes to learning a second 
language, do some of our students find it so hard to learn 
and remember new lexical items? obviously, teachers need 
to focus more on making learning vocabulary easier.

How does our memory work? 
with a relatively simple test, teachers can show their 
learners how the brain stores information. when asked 
to look at a list of thirty to forty words for about one 
minute and remember as many words as possible, the 
brain automatically starts to look for connections. people 
remember synonyms, antonyms, word fields, homophones, 
collocations etc. they do not remember lists, though. if they 

try, they remember a significantly 
smaller number of items. thus, our 
brain connects words in meaningful 
ways; it does not list them like a 
dictionary.

from a neuroscientific point of 
view, learning means building neu-
rone clusters. Babies are born with 
approximately 100 billion neurones. 
during the first 12 months, the 
brain triples its weight by ‘learning’, 
i.e. connecting the neurones via 
synapses. every time a synaptic con-
nection is activated, it gets thicker 
and more stable. applied to learn-
ing vocabulary this means that an 
impulse, i.e. a new word, needs to 

be repeated many times and ideally in connection with other 
words, emotions, sensations etc. to become part of a neu-
rone cluster. we need to help our learners build networks, 
use already existing vocabulary in new contexts and repeat 
known words to strengthen the synaptic connections. 
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Conference impressions 
… having my eyes opened, hearing of new things to try in my classes, 
and expanding my professional Learning network (pLn)

Gatitu Kiguru, kenya
IATEFL Africa Scholarship

… being encouraged to hear from others, who also feel an intense 
passion for the education of young people, doing creative things in 
challenging contexts

Sven Glietenberg, south africa
IATEFL Africa Scholarship

… exchanging ideas, sharing experiences and making useful contacts 
which will help me to continue developing professionally

Elena Matveeva, russian federation 
IATEFL BESIG Facilitators Scholarship

… making new connections and expanding my professional Learning 
network (pLn) 

Jennie Wright, germany
IATEFL BESIG Facilitators Scholarship

… undergoing the invaluable experience of presenting for interna-
tional audiences and learning from experts from all over the world

Oksana Hera, ukraine
BESIG IATEFL 50th Anniversary Scholarship

… having the best conference i have ever attended—humongous, 
unique and catering to the needs of every kind of eLt teacher/trainer

Lalitha Murthy, india
BESIG IATEFL 50th Anniversary Scholarship 

… enjoying a once-in-a-lifetime experience, meeting interesting col-
leagues, inspiring plenary speakers and publishers

Maya Mitova, Bulgaria
IATEFL Bill Lee Scholarship

… meeting many valuable, creative and inspiring ideas, new friends 
and business contacts—an experience never to be forgotten 

M. Cyrankowska, poland 
IATEFL Bill Lee Scholarship

… having an action plan in place from the tdsig teacher observation 
sessions when, to my surprise, i was promoted on my return and will 
now observe teachers myself

Maya Golikova, russian federation
Cambridge English: English Teacher Scholarship

… meeting renowned authors, whose books i’ve been using for years, 
attending their sessions and asking them questions

Natalia Mukhina, russian federation 
Cambridge English: John Trim Scholarship 

… learning that education should be available for everybody and that 
supporting non-native teachers will enable us to create a global english 
language environment

Anna Arago, ukraine
Cambridge English: 50th Anniversary Scholarship

… being humbled and delighted by the generosity and modesty of 
those speakers who ‘live’ on our bookshelves, proving that they aren’t 
just names but willing to share a cuppa and a chat

Nancy Johnstone, argentina
Cambridge English: Dr Peter Hargreaves Scholarship

… benefiting from this intensive educational experience that will let me 
take a step forward with confidence 

Merium Aftab, pakistan
Eastbourne School of English: Graham Smith Scholarship

… broadening my horizons and being inspired to reconsider and enrich 
some of my beliefs regarding teaching and learning

Mohamed Bouri, Morocco
Eastbourne School of English: Graham Smith Scholarship

… networking with professionals of different cultural backgrounds and 
hearing and sharing teaching experiences 

A. Joycilin Shermila, india
IATEFL Gillian Porter Ladousse Scholarship

… having my mind opened by silvana richardson’s plenary and sharing 
classroom experiences with fellow teachers from different countries 
with different issues

Narad Kumar Rijal, nepal
IATEFL GISIG Esther Lucas Scholarship

… learning from the range of expertise shared by the speakers and 
encountering ideas i can’t wait to implement in the classroom

Sonja Zander, new Zealand
IELTS Morgan Terry Memorial Scholarship

… being granted a wonderful opportunity to mix with people who 
share my focus and dedicated contributors whose ideas and insights 
enriched my work and understanding 

Susanne Sullivan, uk
International House Brita Haycraft Better Spoken English Scholarship

… talking to plenary speakers, joining discussions and making friends 
resulting in network opportunities and enabling me to link my class-
room and learners to others around the world 

Rakhmatova Mehriniso, uzbekistan
International House Global Reach Scholarship

… embarking on an inspirational journey of exploration that has 
helped me grow significantly as an educator

Maria Barberi 
International House John Haycraft Classroom Exploration Scholarship

… having my confidence boosted in the workshops for the teacher 
entrepreneur, which provided me with the strategies and insight to 
organise my freelance business and follow my ideas

Monique Simpson, ecuador
International House John Haycraft Classroom Exploration Scholarship

… feeling truly enlightened, energised and encouraged to develop 
personally, pedagogically and technologically

Shiv Ram Pandey, nepal
IATEFL LAMSIG Scholarship

… bridging the divide between managers, teachers, indians, pakistanis, 
russians, ukrainians, nests and bilinguals as we stood in ovation at 
plenaries and attended each other’s sessions.

Katherine Martinkevich, Belarus
IATEFL LAMSIG Scholarship

… feeling incredibly valued as i saw colleagues from all over the world 
continuously working to enhance english teaching by sharing their 
knowledge and hearing everyone’s needs

Constanza Peña Barahona, chile 
IATEFL Latin America Scholarship

Scholarship winners

From the conference
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… meeting all these teachers, sharing experiences and feeling part of 
a supportive, caring community so i know i am no longer alone and i 
can make a huge change in my students’ lives

Patricia Santos, Brazil
LT123 Brazil Scholarship

… meeting international speakers, renowned authors and other schol-
arship winners all with the same desire—to grow as professionals and 
learn from others

Maria Laura Garcìa, argentina
IATEFL LTSIG Diana Eastment Scholarship

... learning from eLt practitioners from all over the globe was amazing. 
i came away enthused and with concrete ideas for future workshops 
to support our volunteer esoL tutors

Hazel Leigh, uk
NATESOL Teacher Development Scholarship

… being deeply impressed by the enthusiasm of many of the experts 
and teachers there—everyone eager to learn and happy to share

Wenying Zhang, china
One Dragon Scholarship

… talking openly and passionately about teaching and professional 
development within a truly international context and from completely 
different backgrounds

Michelle McDonnell-de Graaf, the netherlands 
Onestopenglish Creativity in the Classroom Scholarship

… feeling inspired by practitioners from the global eLt community dis-
seminating their classroom experience in relevant, stimulating research 
that was practically applicable

Fay Al Jibory, uk
Oxford University Press and ELT Journal Scholarship

… looking at english with a fresh pair of eyes and realising what i want 
to do besides teaching and that i can do it 

Moundir Alamrani, Morocco
Oxford University Press & IATEFL MaWSIG New Writing Talent 

Scholarship

… receiving answers to my concerns and issues related to teaching and 
presenting and interacting with scholars across the globe in order to 
develop as a teacher

Geeta Goyal, india
IATEFL Ray Tongue Scholarship

… seeing the seeds of learning from the speakers and delegates being 
gathered to go into world for the teaching of english in the next 
academic year 

Syke A. K., india
IATEFL Ray Tongue Scholarship

… reviving my teacher’s voice with the power to experiment or ‘kiss 
a few frogs’ (sandy Millin), confirming that ‘words create our real-
ity’ (silvana richardson) and that the secret of teaching is evergreen 
humanity (andrew wright) 

Carmen Neagu, romania
The St Giles Paul Lindsay Scholarship

… encountering new ideas to consider, learn from and utilise—i’d 
definitely recommend it to anyone interested in teacher development

Martin Cooke, uk
IATEFL TDSIG Michael Berman Scholarship

… gathering impressions and knowledge to apply to my own context 
and showcase to my colleagues at work. i totally recommend every eLt 
specialist be part of this milestone event

Rokhatoy Boltaeva, uzbekistan
The C-Group Creativity Scholarship

… drawing inspiration from the workshops and the plenaries with 
david crystal, silvana richardson, diane Larsen-freeman, scott thorn-
bury and Jan Blake

Kumisbayeva, Mansiya, kazakhstan
The English Language Centre Brighton: Robert O’Neill Scholarship

… realising i’m not alone anymore, joining yLtsig and getting new, 
creative ideas for using and expanding my teaching network worldwide 

Dewi Natalia Parapat, indonesia
The English Language Centre Brighton: Robert O’Neill Scholarship

… having conversations with other people who are also devoted to 
english language teaching

HO, Eric LM [ELC], hong kong
Trinity College London Language Examinations Scholarship

… coming face to face with the most humane aspect of language 
teaching and the international nature of iatefL at david heathfield’s 
storytelling evening and workshop 

Irina Shatrova, russia
Vladimir Vnukov Scholarship

2016 
Scholarship 

winners at the 
50th IATEFL 

Conference at 
Birmingham

From the conferenceJuly–august 2016 issue 251
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though most commonly associated with reading, dyslexia affects liter-
acy on a wide scale, impacting on writing, spelling and oral production. 
dyslexia is riddled with complex underlying cognitive and behavioural 
implications, and many agree that it tends to affect the student’s 
‘executive functions’, such as their ability to use working 
memory, focus and keep to time constraints. Jon hird’s 
interesting talk applied a hands-on approach to dealing 
with dyslexia in the eLt classroom.

supported by authentic audio-visual materials based 
on think-aloud reports by dyslexic learners, the first part 
of Jon’s talk focused on showing what takes place in 
the dyslexic brain when engaging with written text. his 
visuals demonstrating letters dancing around words, 
garbled words dancing around sentences and garbled 
sentences dancing on a page, were especially effective. 
the distinguishing trait within Jon’s talk was that, just 
as no two learner differences are the same, so no one-
size-fits-all classroom solution exists either—awareness 
of this from the outset being a good starting point.

the second part of the talk, where Jon presented a range of practical 
and easy-to-implement tips and tricks for the selection and adaptation 
of efL classroom material was especially valuable. Besides reminders 
concerning time awareness, task simplification and the elimination of 
distractors such as fancy pictures or graphs, i was extremely grateful 
for the speaker’s clear-cut directives on typeface, font size, use of sans 
over serif, background colours, paragraphing, spacing and information 

during her session, Jill hadfield explored the concept of the covert syl-
labus or hidden curriculum, highlighting examples of materials which 
proposed a particular world view, such as reinforcing traditional gender 
roles. while the examples she showed were from older text books, 
through discussion with the audience it became clear that current 
global course books also carry covert messages about topics such as 
family, which is still generally presented as the traditional mother-father 
nucleus. text books also tend to be firmly capitalist, showing a world 
where consumerism is good and people travel for fun. the global text-
book tends not to be a place where poverty, exploitation or ‘isms’ exist.

since training material is always going to contain some kind of hid-
den curriculum, hadfield discussed the possibility of building a syllabus 
which had stated aims and covert aims both of which would benefit 
the students. one of the considerations when doing this is how explicit 
the aims need to be. an activity could have a stated aim, but also a 
covert aim which is better left unstated. for example, a task which is 
meant to encourage empathy may be less successful if students know 
from the outset that this is the desired outcome of the activity.

chunking. By containing the ‘letter/word/sentence jig’, classroom prac-
titioners are making an active attempt at channelling learner attention 
and facilitating working memory use.

the wrap-up session was definitely a highlight, featuring passionate 
pair-exchanges on dyslexia-related experience, both 
professional and, in my group’s case, very personal. 
needless to say, the wrap-up session well exceeded its 
allotted time with plenty of peer-to-peer and audience-
to-speaker requests for further details and resources.

My chosen take-home message, therefore, is a 
systematic attempt at applying basics from the session 
to any future classroom material. indeed, i am currently 
re-viewing and re-editing a set of slides for my first-
year medical students in light of this newly-enhanced 
dyslexia-awareness. indeed, even with my own minor 
reading difficulties, i have noticed what a huge dif-
ference a simple change of typeface and background 
makes in terms of readability and focus on information.

concluding, were i to raise a query with reference to 
this session, i would ask for more of the same kind, where a wealth of 
information has clearly been distilled into helpful, ready-for-use pearls. 
thank you Jon for such a useful session—i am looking forward to the 
next! 

L. Alexia Piaggio
School of Medicine and Pharmacy of the University of Genoa, Italy

alexiapiaggio68@gmail.com

Jill’s emphasis on the multi-functional role of courses and materials 
led me to consider the course we are currently developing at the uni-
versity of Macau. while it’s a standard eap course aimed at developing 
students’ academic discourse we’ve chosen to build it around the un 
development goals. we chose the development goals not only as  
they would provide a lot of scope for students to focus on issues they 
were particularly interested in, but also because the goals carry covert 
messages. they are built around the concepts of sustainability and 
fairness which seem to be two very important concepts that current 
undergraduate students should consider and take with them into the 
future.

all in all, Jill’s talk made me consider how we, as course developers, 
material writers and educators, have a responsibility to be aware of the 
messages our materials may be sending out, intentional or otherwise.

Peter Levrai
University of Macau

peterlevrai@gmail.com

Conference session reviews 1
Jon Hird: ‘Reaching every student in the classroom: dyslexia and learning English’. 
April 2016, IATEFL Conference, Birmingham

Jill Hadfield: ‘Covert syllabuses’ April 2016, IATEFL Conference, Birmingham
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IATEFL 50th International  
Annual Conference
BIRMIngHAM 2016

Rachid Tagoulla has eight 
years’ experience as an efL 
teacher in a middle school 
in agadir, Morocco. past 
winner of the iatefL africa 
scholarship and the outgoing 
iatefL official conference 
photographer, rachid has a 
passion for photography that 

allows him to travel, win international awards, 
exhibit and conduct workshops in schools and 
youth centres in many countries.

at iatefL’s 50th conference in the state-of-the-
art international conference centre (icc) in the 
heart of the uk’s second largest city, the number 
of delegates exceeded 3000 and there were 
more sessions to choose from than ever, making 
it a challenge to mark the highlights and out-
standing events of the week.

the traditional pre-conference dinner for 
sponsors, volunteers and associates gave attend-
ees a chance to network with associates from 
around the world, iatefL Board and commit-
tee members, head office staff, special interest 
group (sig) coordinators, and other friends and 
supporters of iatefL. the president, Marjorie 
rosenberg, welcomed and thanked everyone for 
supporting iatefL and the conference. 

A photo-journal by Rachid Tagoulla
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International Conference Centre, Birmingham

the evening was brought to a close with a 
good dose of humour by iatefL patron, professor 
david crystal, who raised much laughter from the 
audience during his talk on the english language. 

Tuesday 12 
April
pre-conference 
events (pces) for 
the iatefL associ-
ates and special in-
terest groups (sigs) 
were taking place 
all day and my first 
visit was to the as-
sociates, where Lou 
McLaughlin, associ-
ates representative, 
welcomed attend-
ees from around 
the world and 
presented her report as well as announcing the 
winners of the 2015–2016 awards. an iatefL 
projects award was granted to caMeLta (cam-
eroon, africa) in 2015 to fund the development 
of training materials for workshops to develop 
teacher leadership skills. 

Later, adrian tennant conducted a highly 
memorable workshop on ‘putting together a 
scholarship application’ and then everyone had 
the chance to network, share ideas, talk about 
common concerns and about the iatefL projects 

and awards which enable them make a differ-
ence to language learning in their local contexts. 

as conference photographer, i was privileged 
to have access to all the pces and be able to 
capture the mood and style of the events. it was 
a good opportunity to meet new and familiar 
faces and see the variety of topics and formats 
of working during the day. at the esp sig pce, 
for example, delegates were working on how to 
deal with the various challenges of their subject, 
including meeting expectations, producing mate-
rials, evaluating curricula and the perceptions of 
employers.

the day ended with the welcome reception 
at the icc. we welcomed gary Motteram, thom 
Jones and Julian sayarer from telc language tests 
who cycled from Manchester to Birmingham, con-
tinuing to raise funds for iatefL projects. iatefL 
president, Marjorie rosenberg, and the Lord May-
or of Birmingham, councillor raymond hassall, 
then welcomed us all to the conference. it was 
both memorable and emotional and i had another 
precious opportunity to meet new delegates. 

Marjorie Rosenberg opening the SVA Dinner

Lou McLaughlin

Associates enjoying Adrian Tennant’s workshop

Members at the ESP SIG PCE

Cyclists, Marjorie Rosenberg and the Lord Mayor 
of Birmingham

Wednesday 13 April
this was the first official day of the conference 
and delegates were registering and collecting 
their bags and programmes. Marjorie rosenberg, 
iatefL president, opened the conference and 

Supplement sponsored by

english Language courses
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welcomed all the delegates, and iatefL patron 
david crystal gave the first plenary. in his talk, 
‘who would of [sic] thought it? the english lan-
guage 1966–2066’, david focused on the use of 
english over the last 50 years. with many exam-
ples of vocabulary and usage, he shed light on 
how the language is continuously changing and 
evolving, largely due to social mobility, globalisa-
tion and the internet as well as examples of new 
words and usages that are likely to occur in the 
next 50 years. 

i took advantage of the lunch break to visit 
the iatefL exhibition stand to meet the patron 
again and delegates who were chatting with him 
and posing in the Birmingham conference photo 
frame. other delegates were sharing what iatefL 
means to them on the leaves of the celebration 
tree. 

i spent the rest of the afternoon in the book 
exhibition hall getting to know other delegates 
and recognising some well-known faces. 

Later, i went to the poster presentations and 
met Marianne Jordan who introduced me to a 
very interesting way of teaching pronunciation. 

Marianne explained that the pronunciation club 
is the revolutionary new way to help students 
learn pronunciation with zero prep time. Learners 
can study on their own at their own pace or with 
teachers, using interactive lessons, games and 
receiving instant feedback on their achievements. 
i was impressed by her eagerness to reach stu-
dents all over the world and so i decided to take 
part and help my students in Morocco. 

each year, iatefL and its partners offer a wide 
range of scholarships to enable teachers and oth-
er eLt professionals to attend the iatefL annual 
conference in the uk. this year, with the help 
of other eLt groups and organisations, iatefL 
achieved its goal of offering over 50 scholarships. 
i spent a lovely time with the scholars, getting to 
know them and trying to capture their delight on 
camera. 

after a long and busy day, i joined the British 
council networking event. again it was interest-
ing to meet and talk to new and old friends.

Thursday 14 April
i started the day 
early at ‘how to 
get published in a 
refereed journal’ 
with graham  
hall. editor of  
ELT Journal  
graham told us 
that the submis-
sions should be 
relevant and in-
teresting to read-
ers, clearly and 
coherently written 
and show an ap-
propriate balance 
between theory 
and practice. he 
also emphasised 
that, if you want 
to get your work published, awareness of recent 
and other work in the field is a must. 

in her plenary, silvana richardson talked 
about ‘the native factor, the haves and the have-
nots ... and why we still need to talk about this in 
2016’. her talk was highly appreciated by the au-
dience as her topic is one that people don’t often 
dare talk about. silvana showed how ‘non-native’ 
english teachers struggle to find recognition of 

Marjorie Rosenberg opening the 2016 IATEFL 
Annual Conference

Catherine Mitsaki, David Crystal and Mojca Belak

David Crystal

Graham Smith Scholarship winner with Glenda Smart

Marianne 
Jordan

Graham Hall
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their status in the esL/efL world despite many 
years in practice. she debunked the myth that 
native speakers are the ideal teachers, regard-
less of their (lack of) credentials or qualifications, 
and maintained that there are large numbers of 
non-native teachers who are highly qualified and 
professional, but are unable to find genuine job 
opportunities that value their professionalism or 
allow them to develop their full potential. using 
her practical research based on various media 
and teachers’ experiences, she examined the 
inequality and social injustice in the eLt world. 
finally, silvana addressed the valuable role of the 
non-native speaker teacher and urged teachers, 
teacher educators and teachers’ associations to 
combat this discrimination. 

Later, i went to victoria Boobyer’s talk ‘exten-
sive or expansive: graded readers re-examined’. 
from the increasing size and number of graded 
reader catalogues and digital readers available, 
we would think that language learner literature 
is big business. however, these graded read-
ers are not used enough. victoria gave tips and 
theoretical and practical guidance to getting stu-
dents to read more.

at the agM, the iatefL members present 
listened to the Board of trustees’ reports, asked 
questions and raised their concerns. out-going 
vice president carol read handed over to the 
incoming vice president Margit szesztay. the 
board also thanked glenda smart for her long-
standing contribution to the running of iatefL 
and for her significant role in ensuring the suc-
cess of the conferences.

in the evening, i learnt about the fair List, 
which awards organisations and groups who 
achieve gender balance among the plenary and 
keynote speakers at eLt conferences and events 
in the uk. it was interesting to see the 2015 
winners celebrating their certificates with bal-
loons and streamers and to hear about their new 
mentoring scheme for less experienced speakers. 
then i quickly moved to ‘a musical celebration 
of iatefL’s 50th conference’ hosted by adrian 
underhill and chaz pugliese; performed by mem-
bers of the iatefL community, the event revealed 
amazing hidden talents. 

Friday 15 April
i started the day with diane Larsen-freeman’s 
plenary ‘shifting metaphors from computer input 
to ecological affordances’. in her presentation, 
diane asked the audience to think of language 
acquisition as informed by complexity theory 
where, instead of regarding learners as passive 
receptacles for input, we are to think of the 
activity as two-way, as a series of ‘affordances’ 
which ‘afford’ opportunities for action on the 
part of learners and allow them agency in their 
learning. she also gave us some practical steps 
for meeting individual and group learning needs.

after the plenary, i attended stefania Bal-
lotto’s talk on ‘cLiL teaching for success through 
multiple intelligence teaching for success’. 
stefania presented content and language inte-

Silvana Richardson

Victoria Boobyer—using graded readers The Fair List Winners

Left: The 
IATEFL CE 
and Board 
of Trustees 
at the AGM

Below: 
Diane 

Larsen-
Freeman

Stefania Ballotto—CLIL and multiple intelligences
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grated learn-
ing through 
multiple intel-
ligences; she 
then shared easily adaptable ideas, approaches 
and examples. 

afterwards, i enjoyed the discussions at the 
yLt sig open forum about such critical issues 
as the sig name and the latest developments in 
the field. then i spent the rest of the afternoon 
exploring the exhibition hall and finding out 
about the latest eLt books, materials and learn-
ing software. i said hello to the British council 
and iatefL online team and, at the iatefL Jobs 
Market fair, i had my cv appraised and checked 
by a professional consultant in the cv clinic run 
by write stuff.

Saturday 16 April
saturday morning started with scott thornbury’s 
plenary on ‘1966 and all that: a critical history of 
eLt’. drawing on the last 50 years of english lan-
guage teaching, he presented various methodical 

changes that have occurred over the years us-
ing his extensive collection of old grammar and 
methodology books as examples. challenging 
the notion of progress and evolution, scott suc-
ceeded in making us challenge our notions of 
method in eLt. 

after the tea break, i went to the final plenary 
session by Jan Blake. with her power of voice, 
gesture and imagination, she took us with her on 
her journeys through stories of man, woman, life 
and love from africa, the caribbean and beyond. 
her moving tales and mesmerising performance 
transported the audience to faraway places, 
brought a tear to our eyes, a smile to our lips and 
then transported us safely back home. this richly 
entertaining plenary was the perfect end to a 
fabulous conference!

so many new ideas, friendships, experiences, 
books and other mementos accompanied me 
on my trip home. as Marjorie rosenberg says, ‘it 
seems that we often take home much more than 
we arrived with’.

for more conference photographs, please visit 
iatefl flickr page: http://www.flickr.com/photos/
iatefl-in-pictures/sets/.

rachid7tagoulla@yahoo.com

Above: British 
Council Online 
with Scott 
Thornbury, 
Margit Szesztay 
and Hugh 
Dellar

Right: Pearson 
Dragon with 

Roseline Shirlay, 
Martha Ada 
Onjewu and 
Agnes Ada 

Okpe at the 
exhibition

Scott Thornbury and methodology

Write Stuff at the Jobs Market Fair Storyteller Jan Blake
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as a reflective person and practitioner myself, i was immediately 
attracted to daniel’s session. in my own practice i often use reflection 
as a tool to help my students/trainees to become more independent, 
but despite providing them with models, for example kolb’s cycle  
of concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptu-
alisation and active experimentation, i noticed that their reflections  
often focus on the description rather than critical analysis and 
evaluation. 

with this in mind i was wondering how daniel’s session could help 
me rethink my own practice. after a couple of minutes, i knew we 
shared the same departure point for our ‘reflections on reflection’, that 
is, there is not much evidence that reflection leads to improvement. 
Luckily, daniel went a step further and actually researched the reasons. 
he quickly outlined what he had learnt from literature research regard-
ing different types of reflection: 

•	factual (recounting what happened), 
•	prudential (a bit of analysis in terms of what one liked and disliked 

about the learning event), 
•	 justificatory (related to beliefs and rationales), and lastly 
•	critical (moving away and beyond). 

the 50th iatefL conference in Birmingham was for me an unforget-
table and inspiring experience. from the daily plenary sessions to the 
‘how-to’ series, from shakespeare to teaching tech- 
nologies, this year’s conference has offered me so much. 

i was particularly impressed by silvana richardson’s 
informative talk. in it, she drew on research studies, told 
us of her own and her colleagues’ personal experiences 
and highlighted the struggle for recognition of the 
‘non-native’ teacher. she examined the current state of 
equality and social justice in eLt, speaking against the 
bias that a native speaker is preferable to a qualified and 
professional ‘non-native teacher’. with her encouraging 
research and words, she has helped non-native efL 
teachers to construct our professional identity and build 
up our self-confidence. 

silvana listed the native speaker teachers’ advan-
tages in teaching english and also re-confirmed the 
value of non-native teachers and their distinctive merits. as an efL 
teacher in china, i feel that i should cherish these merits (the ability 
to identify areas of potential difficulty, to make cross-linguistic and 
cross-cultural comparisons, to empathise with the learners, etc.) and 
make the best of them in teaching, meanwhile making up for my 

of course i would like to see all my students and trainees reflecting 
‘away and beyond’ but daniel’s research showed that the last type of 
reflection is instead ‘far and far between’! 

other interesting points he observed included ‘in case things went 
wrong’ (the justificatory reflection often consisted of excuses) and 
‘assessed reflection’ (which often meant strategic reflection). these 
points may sound obvious but they were a refreshing reminder. for the 
reflection to be effective it has to be genuine and has to be seen as a 
developmental tool instead of being forced. there is also scope for cre-
ativity to go beyond the usual staple questions: ‘what went well? what 
didn’t?’ and ‘what would you do differently?’. and reflection is not an 
inherent skill, so students/trainees need time and space to understand 
what reflection is for and in what ways it is useful. 

so what did i take away? an incentive to think more, and more 
deeply, about my beliefs regarding the value of reflection, particularly 
in relation to the transformational aspects of education. and to focus 
on more open questions, examining the whys and hows to help the 
students get to the root of the learning.

Ania Rolinska
University of Glasgow and Glasgow School of Art

annarolinska@yahoo.co.uk

shortcomings, the native-speaker advantages (fluency in english, interac-
tion in class, cultural understanding, etc.). all in all, what i aim to focus 

more on are professional and personal qualities rather 
than ‘nativeness’.

Before silvana’s talk, i tended to devalue myself in 
my teaching practice. obviously, i don’t speak with 
an ‘original’ english accent and i sometimes make 
language mistakes. when students came to me for 
advice on improving their oral english, i would tell them 
to find a native speaker to practise with, saying it was 
the best choice for them. But silvana’s talk reminded me 
that i can do more than that. i’m not a native speaker 
teacher but i can still provide help; maybe just taking the 
chance to talk with my students in english, encouraging 
them to have peer discussions, sharing my problems in 
improving oral english. after all, i now know that it’s 
more important for an english language teacher to be 

confident than native.
Wenying Zhang, ‘One Dragon’ Scholarship winner 2016

No.2 High School of East China Normal University, Shanghai, China
ellazhang1987@hotmail.com

Conference session reviews 2
Daniel Baines: Rethinking reflection on the intensive TEFL course.  
IATEFL Conference, Birmingham, April 2016

Silvana Richardson: The ‘native factor’, the haves and the have-nots.  
IATEFL Conference, Birmingham, April 2016
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gamelish Educational Card games
gamelish israel
gamelish 17
http://www.gamelishcards.com

gamelish provides a fun way to help english 
language learners practise their english skills. 
there are 23 ‘go fish/happy family’ card games 
to choose from, in three different categories: 
reading, vocabulary, and grammar. 

the cards, which can be purchased online 
for approximately 10€ each, have 40 cards per deck. these cards 
are divided into 10 words, phrases, or grammar rule that relate to 
the cards’ theme. for example, if one had the cards in the gamelish 
vocabulary category, a deck of cards may be titled ‘Let’s talk about 
clothes’. each player receives their four cards, the rest of the cards are 
left, face down, as a ‘deck’. the first player asks for a specific name 
of a series, ‘do you have shirts?’. if yes, the player asks for the card 
needed. ‘do you have a blue shirt?’ if yes, the player receives the card 
and has another turn. if no, the player takes a card from the deck. 
when a player collects the set of four cards, he/she sets it aside. the 
winner is the player with the most piles of matching cards. the other 
games would be played in the same manner for the other categories. 
in the reading set, the cards focus on a phonetic component that 
the players ask from each other. Likewise, in the grammar cards the 
matched cards are questions and answers emphasising the grammar 
skill: simple present, present progressive, past tense, etc.

this game is truly entertaining and engaging. with 23 separate card 
decks to choose from, it can cater to all ages and levels of language 
learning. the cards are thick, durable, and come in a small box to keep 
them together. the individual cards show the key word highlighted, 
a graphic illustration of the word, and the word highlighted in a 
sentence. conveniently, the first card has the directions of the game 
written on it. this is a great activity that students can do with partners 
if finished with their class work early, at the end of class to reinforce 
that day’s lesson, or even at home with family members. this would be 
a great addition for any instructor’s arsenal of resources to help their 
students with language learning.

Michelle Bagwell
Doctoral student at University of Santa Cruz, California, USA

michellebagwell@hotmail.com 

Oxford Advanced Learners 
Dictionary (9th Edition)
a. s. hornby
oxford university press 2015
1820 pages
isBn 978 0 194798792

The Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary (9th 
edition) is not just another dictionary to collect 
dust on your shelf. this dictionary aims to 
engage the reader by using a variety of media 

both on dvd and online. in its 9th edition since it was first published 
in 1948, this dictionary has evolved through the years to keep up 
with the demands of an advanced level esL learner. it has the usual 
sections at the beginning on how to use a dictionary and the various 
abbreviations and symbols that are used. two icons that can be found 
throughout the dictionary are used to identify both the ‘oxford 3000’ 
(the top 3000 general vocabulary words deemed useful for a learner) 
and the ‘academic word List’ (the top 2000 words covering 28 differ-
ent academic subject areas and 570 word families).  

four additional sections have been included in the back of the 
dictionary to help with language learning. these sections are presented 
in colour and offer advice and tips on how to write a variety of essays 
and texts, how to speak in formal and informal situations and how to 
prepare for an oral exam. it also has a reference section at the end on 
a range of topics such as phrasal verbs, idioms and collocations. My 
favourite part is the visual vocabulary Builder section that resembles a 
mini Oxford Picture Dictionary, with pictures and grammar points for 
vocabulary used across a range of topics—everything from ‘fruits and 
vegetables’ to ‘sports’ and ‘aircraft’.  

of course the real perk of this dictionary is the interactive resource 
that accompanies the book. called the ‘oxford writing tutor’ and the 
‘oxford speaking tutor’, these resources are available by registering 
online and/or with the dvd provided in the back of the dictionary. 
these programs offer real interactive practice using either British or 
north american accents. in particular, i especially like the exercise 
where students have to distinguish between different phonetic sounds 
and match the word with the sound they hear.  

all in all, i believe this would be a great resource for the serious 
english language learner who is studying at an academic level or above 
and is in need of a reliable dictionary. this one seems to have it all!

Hilary Livingston
College of the North Atlantic Qatar

hilarylivingston@hotmail.com

Materials reviews Ana d’Almeida 
is educational 
manager for high 
school damas, 
recife-Brazil 
and also works 
online for the 
consultants-e. 
anacik@gmail.com

Edited by Ana d’Almeida

in this issue we have reviews of a set of educational card games from gamelish israel, a new version of the 
all-time favourite OALD from oup, an innovative e-book on teacher research from the iatefL research sig, 
and a book on using photographs in language learning from edwin Mellen press. we’d like to thank the publishers for sending us the complimentary 
copies and our reviewers Michelle Bagwell in the usa, hilary Livingston in Qatar, christian Ludwig in germany and Jane roycroft in canada for their 
invaluable input on these resources. we hope this will be of interest to you!
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Teachers Research! 
deborah Bullock and richard smith (eds.)
iatefL 2015
e-book freely available online
78 pages 
isBn 978 1 901095722 

the volume at hand gives voice to those 
teachers who successfully do research in their 
classrooms. teachers research! (henceforth 

tr!) evolved from a conference focusing on research, which is not 
conducted by ‘experts from the outside’ but by ‘practitioners from the 
inside’. this edited volume, however, goes far beyond being a mere 
account of a vibrant conference. it starts off with an introduction ‘the 
concept, and spirit, of tr!’ by richard smith, outlining the basic prin-
ciples of tr! and thus providing a framework for the individual articles. 
the following section by deborah Bullock and richard smith gives a 
brief overview of the content of the individual chapters.

the main part of the edited volume is dedicated to the experiences 
of practitioner researchers, consisting of nine practice reports. all 
articles distinguish themselves from traditional research reports in so 
far as the authors revolve around their learners’ experiences. it would 
be impossible to discuss here all of the chapters in detail. suffice it to 
say that the practice reports touch upon a wide variety of issues: devel-
oping oral fluency using technology, group argumentative writing, oral 
and poster presentations, collaborative learning, examination-oriented 
activities and meaningful language learning, success and failure in 
learning, to name but a few. the volume concludes with a chapter by 
deborah Bullock in which selected key issues raised during the event 
are summarised.

all in all, one can say that tr! is much more than a free e-book 
version of a multi-media website on tr! one of the many strengths of 
the volume is its practical orientation with its user-friendly design. each 
article is enriched with numerous photographs from real classrooms 
and snapshots of outcomes. additionally, most stories are hyperlinked 
to video recordings of the poster presentations. tr! is an inspiring 
volume which deserves the attention of everyone already involved in or 
planning to delve into the world of practitioner research. on a slightly 
critical note, one might argue that the theory is kept very short which 
might disappoint anyone new to the field. however, the editors do not 
claim to provide the theoretical foundations for tr!, nor does it appear 
to be necessary as one of the characteristics of teacher/practitioner 
research is its ‘unconventional nature’, and it is exactly for this reason 
that tr! keeps what it promises.

Christian Ludwig 
University of Education Karlsruhe, Germany

christian.ludwig@ph-karlsruhe.de

Using Photographs to Learn 
a Second Language: A new 
Approach for TESOL
david John wood
edwin Mellen press 2016
207 pages
isBn 1495504239

as classes become more learner-centred and 
language teachers move away from textbooks, 

this book offers an alternative: students’ photographs. wood claims 
this shift is direly needed in Japanese english classes. he suggests that 
this method fosters real communication, allowing for personalised 
student-generated interaction. it also builds motivation, which in turn 
helps hasten skill development as evidenced in the students’ higher 
exam scores and comparisons of speaking and writing samples early in 
the course and again later. 

in chapters 3 and 4, wood asserts that the rigid use of domestically 
produced textbooks has been detrimental to language acquisition 
in Japan and that teachers must design lessons considering their 
students’ needs. wood describes in detail how students can present 
their photos and classmates can ask questions. no other country has 
more cameras than Japan, apparently, and students love to talk about 
photos, especially from their travels. the book also offers tips on how 
to encourage students to come up with conversational questions and 
also to extend answers. 

chapter 5 recounts the author’s research in Japanese university 
classes over 3 years, some of which used the new approach and others 
which did not. the author found that, using this approach, students’ 
conversational abilities as well as their perceptions of the value of using 
photos to promote interaction increased over time.

in chapter 7 we learn how students can also use photos in writing 
classes to illustrate diaries and photo-essays.

chapter 9 includes useful descriptions of the writing process includ-
ing peer and teacher feedback (pp. 138–9). 

while wood demonstrates that the method is effective in his 
teaching context, chapter titles are vague, and considering the subject 
matter, it would have been helpful to have had better quality photos 
and more of them than the three in the text. 

as wood has shown, using our students’ own photographs to 
enhance productive language skills has great potential, and teachers 
wishing to use this method may find some guidance in this book. 

Jane Roycroft
English Canada, Canada
janeroycroft@gmail.com

if you would like more information about iatefL’s special interest groups you 
can visit the website at http://www.iatefl.org/special-interest-groups/sig-list or 
contact the coordinators of each group at the relevant email address for details.

Find out more about 
IATEFL’s SIgs

Business English – besig@iatefl.org
English for Specific Purposes – espsig@iatefl.org
English for Speakers of Other Languages – esolsig@iatefl.org
Global Issues – gisig@iatefl.org
Inclusive Practices and SEN
Leadership and Management – lamsig@iatefl.org
Learner Autonomy – lasig@iatefl.org
Learning Technologies – ltsig@iatefl.org

Literature, Media and Cultural Studies – lmcssig@iatefl.org
Materials Writing – mawsig@iatefl.org
Pronunciation – pronsig@iatefl.org
Research – resig@iatefl.org
Teacher Development – tdsig@iatefl.org
Teacher Training and Education – ttedsig@iatefl.org
Testing, Evaluation and Assessment – teasig@iatefl.org
Young Learners and Teenagers – yltsig@iatefl.org 
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the tesoL international association was 
founded in 1966, and since then it has grown 
to more than 11,000 members, in more than 
150 countries. at the 50th anniversary con-
vention of the tesoL association, in Baltimore, 
Maryland, in april, the 50th president of 
the association, andy curtis, presented the 
2016 presidents’ award to iatefL, immediately 
before giving his 2016 presidential keynote. 

as iatefL president, Marjorie rosenberg, 
was at the iatefL ukraine conference and 
unable to attend the tesoL convention, she 
sent a recorded thank you message, and iatefL 

ELT news
past president, susan Barduhn, accepted the 
award in Baltimore, after which andy was able 
to present the award to Marjorie in person, 
in Birmingham, england, at the iatefL 2016 
annual conference. 

since 1988, the tesoL presidents’ award 
has been presented to an individual or 
organisation, outside tesoL, who has a dem-
onstrated a long-term commitment to english 
language teaching and learning, and made 
important contributions in furthering tesoL’s 
mission to advance the quality of eLt through 
professional development, research, standards, 
and advocacy. 

the first recipient was the american senator 
from illinois, paul Martin simon (1928–2003). 
the second recipient, in 1991 (the award was 
not presented in 1989 and 1990) was paulo 
freire (1921–1997), the Brazilian educator and 

IATEFL receives the 
TESOL International 
Association 2016 
Presidents’ Award

winners to be announced in 
september

Very Young Learners
A Letter to Roberto
Jon Maes
compass readers
 ‘simple and clear language’

Vera The Alien Hunter 1
Jason wilburn and casey kim
e-future
‘will keep young readers 
engaged’

Vera The Alien Hunter 2
Jason wilburn and casey kim
e-future
‘fast-paced and interesting’

Young Learners
The Ooze
kyle Maclauchlan 
atama-ii Books
‘entertaining and educational’

A Problem for Prince Percy
herbert puchta and günter 
gerngross 
helbling Languages
‘a cute fairy tale with a twist’

Vera the Alien Hunter 3
Jason wilburn and casey kim
e-future
‘illustrations and layout attractive 
and engaging’

leading advocate of critical pedagogy, whose 
book, pedagogy of the oppressed (1968) is still 
being referred to and cited, in Brazil today and 
around the world, nearly 50 years later. 

other recipients include: hillary rodham 
clinton (1993); george soros (1994); the uni-
cef education for development unit (1999); 
howard gardener (2004); the american civil 
Liberties union (2006); the peace corps (2010); 
the fulbright teacher exchange program 
(2013), and the British council, in 2014. 

from the list we can see that iatefL is in 
excellent company, and a very worthy recipient 
of this year’s award.

Andy Curtis
President, TESOL International Association 

(2015–2016) 
Susan Barduhn 

President, IATEFL (2001–2003) 

Adolescents and 
Adults: Beginners
The Lift 
Julian thomlinson
national geographic Learning/
cengage Learning
‘a high-interest story that will 
keep low-level readers involved’

The Railway Children 
edith nesbit
adapted by Michael Lacey 
freeman
eLi readers
‘heart-warming retelling of the 
famous novel’

Sherlock Holmes: The 
Speckled Band
sir arthur conan doyle
adapted by Lesley thompson
oxford university press
‘exciting plot and controlled 
language’

Adolescents and 
Adults: Elementary
Malala
fiona Beddall
scholastic
‘purely beautiful and 
inspirational’ 

Night at the Museum: 
Secret of the Tomb
Lynda edwards
scholastic
‘delightful fantasy book with 
interesting plot twists’

Adolescents and 
Adults: Intermediate
The Eighth Sister
victoria heward
Black cat
‘all the more frightening 
because is it subtle’ 

A New Song for Nina
fiona Joseph
national geographic 
Leaerning/cengage Learning
‘truly original story … you 
really feel you know the 
characters’

Title: 20,000 Leagues Under 
the Sea
Jules verne
adapted by rachel Blandon
oxford university press 
(Bookworms)
‘exciting story retold by a 
talented writer’ 

Adolescents and 
Adults: Upper 
Intermediate-
Advanced
Agnes Grey

anne Bronte 
retold by helen holwill
Macmillan education
‘well told and gripping … has 
captured the strength of the 
original’

Battle for Big Tree Country

gregory strong
andrew robinson, national 
geographic Learning, 
cengage Learning, page 
turners reading Library
‘engaging, exciting, and 
enjoyable to read’ 

Moby Dick

herman Melville
retold by sara weiss
young adult eLt readers
‘well narrated … encourages 
the readers to continue to the 
end.’

Finalists, Extensive Reading Foundation Language Learner Literature Awards 2016
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Tributes at IATEFL 
Birmingham
we remembered with sadness and affection 
Chris Candlin, one of the most prolific and 
well-known applied linguists of his generation 
who was first elected to the iatefL com-
mittee in the days of Bill Lee. chris was an 
engaging personality who exuded energy and 
had the ability to create never-to-be-forgotten 
moments at conferences and in his regular 
professional work; Liz Dixey, who for many 
years managed the arrangements for pilgrims 
staff on their travels with notable efficiency and 
who could be absolutely relied on to organise 
even the most shambolic trainer. she conveyed, 

for the most part indirectly and by example, the 
need to work to a high professional standard, 
and when she needed to be direct, was direct 
in the nicest possible way; Adam Kilgarriff, 
a brilliant computational linguist who will 
probably be best remembered for his  sketch 
engine, a software tool which has significantly 
advanced the field of corpus analysis. adam’s 
creativity, engaging personality and infectious 
enthusiasm earned him countless friends and 
admirers all over the world; Hans Mol, who 
died at the age of 54, a prolific author of eLt 
materials contributing to over 200 titles for 
publishers around the world. he was reliable, 
kind and caring. fondly remembered by many 
as a gentle giant; Mavis Radley, a teacher and 

teacher trainer from 
the uk who lived and 
worked in Brazil for 
nearly forty years. the 
thing which always 
struck everyone about 
Mavis was the extent 

to which she genuinely cared about those she 
came into contact with. for this reason, she 
touched hundreds of people’s lives and will 
be sorely missed; professor Jan Rusiecki, the 
first president and later honorary president of 
iatefL poland, who passed away last septem-
ber at the age of 89 and who was a legendary 
figure in the world of education. he was also 
a memorable character, a real gentleman, full 
of kindness, modesty and a curiosity about the 
world—we will all miss him, our mentor and 
friend; and Bob Vassen, principal of euro-
centres eccleston square in London for many 
years, and subsequently director of the english 
Language institute at Michigan state university, 
as well as a ceLta assessor. Bob came to uk 
in the 1960s to escape the apartheid regime 
in south africa, was highly regarded by col-
leagues in eLt for his professionalism and 
supportive mentoring, and well-loved by his 
friends for his kindness, humour, loyalty and 
warmth—he is much missed.

Peter Grundy

wish iatefL  
would host an event  

in your country?

Go to

http://www.iatefl.org/ 

special-interest-groups/sig-list

to contact the IATEFL SIGs.

Membership of this international organisation of 
english Language teachers offers you

•	 contact with colleagues and affiliated 
associations worldwide

•	 an annual conference and exhibition at 
membership rates

•	 the opportunity to join our 16 special 
interest groups

•	 discounted periodicals

•	 IATEFL Voices 6 times a year

you can join online at www.iatefl.org or download a 
form to complete and post in.

if you have any further queries please contact us on 
membership@iatefl.org.

Join IATEFL now!
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Learner Autonomy SIg
in line with cherished tradition, we held our 
welcome dinner to catch up with colleagues 
and friends and welcome new faces. this year 
we chose as our venue the shakespeare. 

our pre-conference event (pce) was 
devoted to ‘practice and research in learner 
autonomy—learners’ and teachers’ voices’. 
the opening plenary by david Little and deirdre 
kirwan brought home to us the positive effects 
of valuing and promoting every pupil’s mother 
tongue, as exemplified in an irish primary 
school context with a very high percentage 
of migrant children. the rest of the day was 
a smooth succession of talks, a workshop and 
poster presentations, focusing on giving voice 
to learners (such as through the discourse 
established in the classroom) and teachers 
(such as through reflecting on their own prac-
tice). we finished with small group discussions 
on the day’s topics. 

our Lasig day provided valuable insights 
into topics such as noticing language, game-
inspired course design and critical thinking 
skills. while the room was filled to the last seat 
most of the day, david nunan’s presentation 
on learning beyond the language classroom 
attracted an even bigger audience. the day 
ended with our annual open forum. 

president Marjorie rosenberg emphasised 
that iatefL is like a family and we wholeheart-
edly agree as our coordinator, Leni dam, 

Focus on the SIGs

stepped down after seven years of service. she 
will, however, stay on as treasurer and pce and 
local events organiser—just like in a family. 

Anja Burkert 
Membership Officer and LASIG Day Organiser

Christian Ludwig
Coordinator 

lasig@iatefl.org

Teacher Development SIg
PCE

‘the teacher’s voice’ combined talks from 
Marek kiczkowiak, suzanne antonaros, and 
Liliana sanchez with participant-driven open-
space discussions. Being a successful english 
teacher goes beyond being highly proficient 
in a language, noted Marek. nevertheless, 
‘native speaker-only’ job ads remain prevalent. 

consequently, he explored critical competen-
cies of successful language teachers and how 
we might develop them. suzanne highlighted 
the lack of cultural standard reflecting the 
language we should teach and focused on 
acknowledging culture and identity in teacher 
development, to improve understanding of 
the ‘bigger picture’. given that teachers are 
observed ‘irresponsibly’ and judged ‘irratio-
nally’, increasingly formalised assessment 
of teacher performance, accountability and 
responsibility are problematic, suggested Lili-
ana, who discussed how policy should dialogue 
with practice, and who is responsible for 
classroom issues.

SIG Day

sally Janssen demonstrated how gestures can 
be indispensable for everything from class-
room management to dynamics. tom heaven 
explained the ‘lesson jam’ model, where 
teachers across the globe collaboratively plan 
lessons. thorsten Merse explored the call to 
acknowledge sexual and gender diversity and 

Leni, Lienhard, Fumiko and Giovanna during Frank Lacey’s PCE workshop on logbooks

Suzanne Antonaros

Liliana Sanchez
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its challenges for teacher education. Marina 
Bendtsen presented research on learning 
opportunities in teacher education and at 
work. emma Meade-flynn examined team-
teaching between tutors and trainees as useful 
unassessed teaching practice. sinéad Laffan 
suggested short, simple activities as revealing 
and rewarding forms of teacher development 
and participants discussed application to their 
contexts. in their workshop, paula rebolledo 
and thomas connelly navigated the first stages 
of exploratory action research, referring to the 
‘champion teachers’ project’ in chile.

Sinéad Laffan
Coordinator

tdsig@iatefl.org

Testing Evaluation and 
Assessment SIg
PCE

‘what teachers need to know about testing’, 
sponsored by cambridge english assessment, 
featured neil Bullock, evelina galaczi and nahal 
khabbazbashi, and vivien Berry and Barry 
o’sullivan, whose sessions were well-received. 

SIG Day

this was also a great success with 6 talks, a 
workshop and an open forum, where mem-
bers could meet the committee and hear about 
teasig’s development and strategy over wine 
and nibbles. the presenters were tom alder 
and daragh Behrman, clare fielder, gad Lim, 
irina pavlovskaya, Mehvar turkkan, eric ho 
and corne ferreira. the sessions were well-
attended with two full houses! reports and 
speakers’ articles will be in the newsletter and 
the slides on the website.

Committee

this was the first time that we were able to 
meet the new committee members face-to-
face. the list of current committee members 
and their functions can be found in the who’s 
who section of this issue.

Webinars

there will be a webinar every two months in 
2016 and there are more speakers lined up for 
2017, so watch the website, social media and 
the iatefL eBulletin for details. 

Look out for the 2016 teasig conference 
in aigle, switzerland on 28 and 29 october. 
details are on the iatefL and the teasig 
websites.

 Judith Mader and Neil Bullock
Joint Coordinators

teasig@iatefl.org

Business English SIg
Committee

we thank cornelia kreis-Meyer for all her hard 
work during her 6 years on the committee and 
there will be electronic elections in the autumn 
for a new treasurer as Bethany cagnol’s term of 
office ends in november. thank you Bethany. 

PCE: ‘Practical activities for the Business 
English classroom’

a fantastic line-up of Business english pro-
fessionals shared, in 20-minute segments, their 
favourite tried-and-tested Business english 
activities, leaving the 80 attendees at the end 
of the day with 13 ideas for their classes. Lunch 
and drinks were included and the feedback on 
this new format was extremely positive.

SIG Day

Jennie wright held a workshop on ‘Mak-
ing trouble-free corpus tasks in ten minutes’, 
followed by christina rebuffet-Broadus on 
‘personal branding for freelance business suc-
cess’, and darina phelan and Laura scott  
on ‘ensuring quality in corporate language 
training’. after lunch, elena Matveeva spoke  
to a packed room on presenting and being 
heard in the modern world; helen strong 
offered tips on one-to-one language coach-
ing in practice; and rudi camerer and Judith 
Mader talked about cultural concepts and 
language. the day ended with the spring open 
forum.
Scholarships and Awards

applications are now being accepted for the 
Maria keller scholarship award 2016 (for 
details visit http://besig.org/scholarships/ 
Mariakellerscholarship.aspx); the iatefL 
Besig facilitator scholarship 2016 (for details 
visit http://www.besig.org/scholarships/ 

TEASIG Committee from l to r: Judith Mader, Mehvar Turkkan, Aysegül Liman Kaban,  
Neil Bullock, Ceyda Mutlu, Susan Sheehan, Zeynep Urkun.

BESIG PCE Speakers
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facilitatorscholarship.aspx) and for the david 
riley award (see http://www.besig.org/david-
riley-award/default.aspx ) 

29th Annual IATEFL BESIG Conference

Munich, germany, 4–6 november 2016. see 
http://besig.org/events/default/all/2016/29th_
iatefL_Besig_annual_conference.aspx.

Julia Waldner
Coordinator

besig@iatefl.org

global Issues SIg
A participant’s perspective

‘Daring creativity—changing education’
this pce was hosted jointly with the c-group 
and facilitated by susan Barduhn and adrian 
underhill and, although some were initially 
puzzled by this juxtaposition, it turned out 
that the relationship is both intimate and 
enlightening.              

one creative way to get a disparate group 
‘aligned’, we learned, is to ask them to perform 
a simple task—like counting to ten or respond-
ing to an everyday question—in such a way that 
normal turn taking sequences are disrupted and 
everyone needs to look round the room and 
second guess everyone else’s intentions in order 
to complete the task. we also learned from 
the ‘ted-style’ talks: creativity consists of the 
skills to produce something both original and 
useful; it arises in the boundary between what 
we know and what we don’t know. Learning 
happens in the area where we make mistakes, 
where we don’t quite understand, or where we 
try breaking the rules-and the key to making it 
happen is often to indulge in play.

the most useful part of the day, we all 
agreed, was the ‘open space’ session. a real 
sense of a powerful community emerged as 

we explored the responsibility of teachers who 
represent tolerance and openness in a world 
beset by problems. we found few answers but 
many empowering questions as we discussed 
how the barriers presented by formal exams, 
rote learning and limiting political systems can 
be just the stimulus our creativity needs to find 
ways to overcome them.

Christopher Dawson
Participant

Materials Writing SIg
PCE: ‘Print vs. digital: is it really a 
competition?’

the answer, in a word, is ‘no’. one speaker 
concluded that print vs digital isn’t a divide 
so much as a chessboard that writers move 
across, flitting between media. we are not 
digital writers but materials writers in a digital 
age. there were fascinating talks on converting 
print books into digital products and digital  
into print. ‘fifty ways not to turn your edi-
tor grey’ included editorial tips, and advice 
on maintaining a positive author–editor 

relationship. read all fifty tips at www.eLt-
teacher2writer.co.uk/50-ways. the pce, 
attended by over eighty delegates, ended with 
a panel discussion answering delegates’ ques-
tions. Lizzie pinard’s excellent blog of the pce 
is at https://goo.gl/728XLr. sandy Millin’s blog 
at https://goo.gl/BZQcqf also links to christina 
rebuffet-Broadus’s wonderful sketch notes of 
the pce talks. 

SIG Day and Open Forum

a great success, thanks to the many excel-
lent speakers who came together under the 
Mawsig umbrella. around ninety delegates 
attended the open forum and Moundir 
alamrani, winner of the oup/Mawsig schol-
arship, spoke eloquently of his experiences 
as a teacher and materials writer in Morocco. 
afterwards, publishers and writers networked 
at the Mawsig conference Meetup.

GISIG and C Group Open-Space

Sue Kay 
MaWSIG

MaWSIG Same or Different (Ceri Jones) 
Sketchnotes by C. Rebuffet-Broadus
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Cooperation with IATEFL BESIG

Mawsig is planning an exciting weekend of 
talks and workshops by and for materials writ-
ers as part of the Besig conference, Munich, 
4–6 november. visit www.besig.org and maw-
sig.iatefl.org for details.

James Styring
Publications Coordinator

mawsig@iatefl.org

Pronunciation SIg
PCE
teachers often struggle to find material that 
is relevant to their classrooms and engaging 
to their learners and this year Mark hancock 
shared his wealth of teaching and publishing 
experience in an extended workshop that gave 
us the tools needed to evaluate and adapt 
existing pronunciation resources and make our 
own materials. 

participants came from a wide range of 
locations and contexts including committee 
member gemma archer who had set off from 
glasgow at 5 am and sue sullivan, winner of 
the Brita haycraft international house Better 
spoken english scholarship, who had come 
from new Zealand. with all the different 
accents in the hall, plus the distinctive Brum-
mie of the helpful conference stewards, it was 
fitting that one of Mark’s points was the model 
of english aimed at. prestige varieties such as 
received pronunciation have dominated but an 
english as a Lingua franca approach may be 
more realistic and relevant.

the morning’s input culminated in an after-
noon of designing and sharing pronunciation 
activities in groups. our group designed a 
card game to practise the distinction between 
long and short sounds and there was plenty of 
ingenuity on show in the activities of the other 
groups. feedback on the day was resoundingly 

positive and Mark cannot be thanked enough 
for providing a framework rich in theory and 
practice opportunities for participants to 
extend their skills base.

Wayne Rimmer
Coordinator

pronsig@iatefl.org

Literature, Media and Cultural 
Studies SIg
PCE
in the year we celebrate the 400th anniver-
sary of shakespeare’s death, our programme 
focused on promoting shakespeare in the 
classroom. our presenters led discussions on 
shakespeare’s language, an analysis of particu-
lar aspects of his work, and practical activities 
to bring shakespeare to your students in your 
everyday teaching practice.

this would not have been possible with-
out the generosity of our sig friends: Jeremy 
harmer opened the event with shakespeare’s 
songs put to music. this was followed by 
a series of talks and workshops by keith  

Johnson, claudia ferradas, rob hill, alan pul-
verness, Michael Martin, and amos paran and 
Jasmijn Bloemert. thanks to the shakespeare 
Birth-place trust and the British council for their 
fantastic support and for sending their speak-
ers, Lisa peter and Martin peacock, respectively. 
the closing talk was delivered by professor 
david crystal on shakespeare’s pronunciation. 
the feedback from the 67 participants was 
extremely positive.

we had, in fact, started the day before 
with a tour to stratford-upon-avon. we were 
welcomed at the shakespeare centre with  
tea and coffee before setting off to visit three 
of the trust’s shakespeare houses. we started 
at the Birthplace, following in the footsteps 
of keats, dickens and thomas hardy, and 
closed at hall’s croft, the beautiful home 
of shakespeare’s eldest daughter susannah 
where we had dinner and a talk before seeing 
a royal shakespeare company production of 
Marlowe’s doctor faustus in the evening. 

for glasgow 2017, we are organising an 
exciting pce around the topic of films in eng-
lish Language education, and all Voices readers 
are invited!

Chris Lima
Coordinator

lmcssig@iatefl.orgMark Hancock and PronSIG PCE members

LMCS SIG 
PCE Jeremy 
Harmer

Below: LMCS SIG 
PCE Singing
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From the Associates 
IATEFL’s Associates Representative, Lou McLaughlin, brings Associate news.

Lou McLaughlin, 
associates representative

the 50th associates day (a-day) was held on 12 april in Birmingham 
and was well attended with over 68 associates represented. 

our usual welcomes included an address by Marjorie rosenberg, 
iatefL president, and carol read, outgoing vice-president. they both 
spoke of their personal connections with the associates and how much 
it meant to them to be able to attend for part of the day. 

Awards
we had an update on the scholarship award winners from diane Mullen 
(st giles educational trust—iatefL training award), Maureen Mcgarvey 
(ih-iatefL award) and gary Motteram (iatefL projects). Maureen, 
incoming chair of the swp (scholarships working party) was delighted 
to announce the winner of the ih-iatefL award which went to our nep-
alese associate neLta, received on their behalf by the current president 
of neLta, padam chauhan.

following on from scholarship updates, adrian tennant provided a 
hands-on workshop, giving us the chance to critically examine some 
scholarship applications. this provided plenty of insight into how to go 
about this and how to be successful with our applications. 

TED-style presentations
after the coffee break, we were then introduced to a new section to 
associates day with our ted-style presentations. these short 12 minute 
presentations gave four associates the opportunity to share one idea 
of what they do with us. the idea behind this was to give everyone 
some new ideas to take part to their own associations, committees and 
members. the following associates led the way for 2016: 

• eLt ireland, peter Lahiff (ireland): ’running eLted: how we make eLt 
ireland’s short talks by teachers for teachers’

• etas, Joann salvisberg (switzerland): ’teacher to teacher initiatives’
•	etai, Leo selivan (israel): ‘engaging with your audiences online when 

you’re cash and time poor’

•	aneLta, caetano capitao (angola): 
‘implementing cpd for aneLta eng-
lish Language teachers through on-site 
coordination’

the afternoon had Bernie Maguire from the British council speaking 
to us on the topic of ‘Balancing skills’. 

Poster Sessions
the atmosphere in the room turned to one of lively discussion dur-
ing the poster sessions. the poster session provided eighteen of the  
associates with the opportunity to display information about their 
association, their events and their publications. this was the perfect 
opportunity to discuss ideas for the future and begin making tentative 
plans for collaboration. there were many ideas on display and plenty 
of goodies to be collected from eLt ireland bulletins to the specially 
prepared biscuits which were prepared and brought all the way from 
serbia. 

Future plans
the afternoon wrapped up with an overview of associate plans for 
2016–2017 which had been put together based on suggested and 
skype discussions with associates throughout the year. there was also a 
free iatefL mug for all associates who attended!

Acknowledgements
as always, no day is complete without giving thanks to all those 
involved in working behind the scenes: the iatefL associates com-
mittee with harry kuchah and nazlı güngör who worked tirelessly 
throughout associates day and also the British council who were the 
generous sponsors for both the sva dinner and associates day for the 
50th conference.

Associates Day participants
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Coming events
2016

July
4–6 Israel

ETAI International Conference, 
Ashkelon
‘engage, enhance, energize’
event link: www.etai.org.il/international-2016/ 

6–8 Costa Rica
ACPI-TESOL convention, 
‘Learning english based on language 
functions’
contact: amadririmo@hotmail.com

7–8 South Korea
KATE International Conference 2016, 
Seoul
‘current perspectives on teaching english:  
a Multidisciplinary approach’
contact: dongkyoo kim,  
2016kateprogram@gmail.com
event link: http://www.kate.or.kr/

14–17  Brazil
15th BRAZ-TESOL International 
Conference, Brasilia
 ‘the learner’s voice: creating a participatory 
culture’
event link: http://braztesol.org.br/
internationalconference/ 

September
16–18 Poland

25th Jubilee International IATEFL 
Poland Conference, Szczecin 
‘across the borders—over the boundaries—
beyond the limits’
contact: office@iatefl.org.pl 
early registration by 10.07.2016

17 Switzerland
ETAS Professional Development Day, 
Zug
event link: www.e-tas.ch

Submissions for the calendar are welcome 

and should be sent to the editor at 

generalenquiries@iatefl.org. 

It is helpful to follow the format in the calendar 

above, and also to include submission deadlines 

for papers for potential presenters. 

So that we receive your announcements in time, 

please check Voices (p. 1) for the copy deadline 

and the publication month of each issue. 

Don’t forget

4–7 April 2017

23–24 Slovakia
SKA 2nd International ELT 
Conference, Kosice
submission deadline: 20.06.2016
event link: https://ska2016kocsice.wordpress.
com/

28–29 Tunisia
Tunisian Association of Young 
Researchers (TAYR) International 
Conference, in collaboration with 
Tunis Business School, Tunis
‘evaluation and assessment of approaches 
and practices’
event link: www.tayrweb.org

October
1–2 Greece

IATEFL ESPSIG Conference, Athens
visit: www.iatefl.org

27–30 Mexico
MEXTESOL 43rd International 
Convention, Monterrey
event link: mextesol.org.mx

28–29 Tunisia
TAYR International Conference in 
collaboration with TBS, Tunis
‘evaluation and assessment of aproaches and 
practices’
event link: www.tayrweb.org

the most up to date version of 
the calendar can be found on 

our website, 
http://secure.iatefl.org/

events/ 
and  

www.iatefl.org/associates/
associate-events

51st Annual 
International 

IATEFL 
Conference 

and  
Exhibition

3 April 2017
Pre-conference events

Scottish Exhibition and 
Conference Centre Glasgow, UK

See www.iatefl.org for more information and 
important deadlines

28–29 Switzerland
IATEFL TEASIG event with ETAS, 
Aigle
visit: www.iatefl.org 

November
4–6 Germany

IATEFL BESIG 29th Annual 
Conference in cooperation with 
IATEFL MaWSIG, Munich
event link: www.iatefl.org

18–19 UAE
TESOL Sudan international 
conference with New York Institute 
of Technology, Abu Dhabi
‘Literature and eLt’
event link: http://www.tesolsudan.net/icletl-
conference/ 

25–28 Japan
JALT 42nd Annual International 
Conference on Language Teaching 
Learning & Educational Materials 
Exhibition, Aichi Nagoya
‘tranformation in Language education’
event link: http://jalt.org/conference
https://www.facebook.com/JaLt.conference/
https://twitter.com/JaLtconference 

2017

January
21–22 Switzerland

ETAS 33rd Annual Conference and 
AGM, Zurich
event link: www.e-tas.ch

the editor has received copies of the 
following publications: 

SIG Publications

•	Independence,	LASIG	Newsletter	66,	Feb-
ruary–March 2016 (issn: 1026-4329) 

•	Leadership	and	Management	Newsletter	
47, april 2016 (issn: 2079-0414)

Associates Publications

•	Open!	EATE	Journal	48,	October	2015,	
estonia

•	ETAS	Journal	33/2,	Spring	2016,	Swit-
zerland (issn: 1660-6507)

•	Teaching	Times,	TESOL	France	Newslet-
ter 75, winter 2016 (issn: 1266-7552)

•	TESOL-Spain	E-newsletter	42,	April	
2016 (issn 2255-0356)

•	TESOL-Spain	E-newsletter	43,	May	2016	
(issn 2255-0356)

Publications received publications from teachers’ associations 
or special interest groups received will be 
acknowledged in this column and should be 
sent to the editor at iatefL 2-3 the foundry, 
seager road, faversham, kent Me13 7fd

please send only items published wholly or 
partly in english, which should be received by 
the deadlines detailed on the contents page of 
this issue.

all further enquiries to editor@iatefl.org.
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Membership Officer 
 sophie austin sophie@iatefl.org
Finance and General Administrator 
 Linda James linda@iatefl.org

Other
generalenquiries@iatefl.org

Special Interest Groups (SIGs) 
Business English (BE)
http://www.besig.org
Coordinator: Julia waldner besig@iatefl.org
Development and administration coordinator: 

andrzej stesik andrzej.stesik@besig.org 
Event coordinator: helen strong  

helen.strong@besig.org 
Newsletter editor: chris stanzer  

chris.stanzer@besig.org
Treasurer: Bethany cagnol  

bethany.cagnol@besig.org
Website coordinators and BESIG online team 

coordinators: pete rutherford  
pete.rutherford@besig.org and Mercedes viola 
mercedes.viola@besig.org

BESIG online team: sue annan  
sue.annan@besig.org, Justine arena  
justine.arena@besig.org, Maribel ortega  
maribel.ortega@besig.org and dana poklepovic 
dana.poklepovic@besig.org

BESIG editorial team: roy Bicknell (editor-in-
chief) roy.bicknell@besig.org, claire hart  
claire.hart@besig.org, vicky Loras  
vicky.loras@besig.org and Lynn nikkanen  
lynn.nikkanen@besig.org

English for Speakers of Other 
Languages (ES(O)L)
http://esolsig.wordpress.com/
Coordinator: caroline okerika esolsig@iatefl.org
Newsletter editor: oya karabetca
Committee members: pauline Blake-Johnston, 

Janet golding, Lesley painter-farrell and  
philida schellekens

English for Specific Purposes (ESP)
http://espsig.iatefl.org/
Coordinator: aysen guven espsig@iatefl.org
Communications officer: vacancy
Events manager: paschalis chliaras  

paschalisc@yahoo.com
Journal editor-in-chief: Mark krzanowski 

markkski2@gmail.com
Assistant editors: andy gillett  

andy@andygillett.co.uk and  
nadezhda yakovchuk  
n.yakovchuk@hotmail.co.uk

Web manager: semih irfaner  
irfaner@bilkent.edu.tr

Global Issues (GI)
http://gisig.iatefl.org/
Joint Coordinators: Linda ruas and  

Julietta schoenmann gisig@iatefl.org
Discussion list moderator: iqbal dhudhra 

iqbaldhudhra@yahoo.com
Discussion list animator: Bill templer 

templerbill@gmail.com
Event organiser: Marcin stanowski

Membership and social networks: vacancy
Newsletter editor: Linda ruas gisig@iatefl.org 
Social media coordinator: Gergő Fekete
Web content: wolfgang ridder  

ridder1502blfd@gmx.de
Webinars: dennis newson djn@dennisnewson.de
Webmaster: László hajba  

hajba.laszlo@icloud.com

Learner Autonomy (LA)
http://lasig.iatefl.org
Coordinator, PCE & LASIG day organiser: 

christian Ludwig lasig@iatefl.org
Editorial team: Irena Šubic Jeločnik  

irena@t-2.net, Ruth Wilkinson  
ruth.g.wilkinson@gmail.com and Djalal Tebib 
vis_oe@hotmail.fr

Blog editor: sandro amendolara  
sandro.amendolara@helsinki.fi

Joint reviews editors: carol everhard  
everhard@enl.auth.gr and diane Malcolm 
dianelm@gmail.com

Local event organiser: Marcella Menegale 
marcella.menegale@unive.it

Membership officer and LASIG day organiser: 
anja.burkert@aon.at

PCE & LASIG day organiser:  
Lienhard Legenhausen 
legenha@uni-muenster.de

Publications officer: Jo Mynard  
jomynard@gmail.com

Public relations officer: carol everhard 
everhard@enl.auth.gr

Social media manager: djalal tebib  
vis_oe@hotmail.fr

Treasurer, PCE and local events organiser:  
Leni dam lenidam@hotmail.com

Webmaster: natanael delgado  
ndelgado@ujed.mx

Webinar organiser: giovanna tassinari 
giovanna.tassinari@fu-berlin.de

Leadership and Management (LAM)
http://lamsig.iatefl.org/
Coordinator: andy hockley lamsig@iatefl.org
Newsletter editor: george pickering 

georgeuk32@aol.com
Secretary: Loraine kennedy  

kennedyloraine00@gmail.com
Website coordinator: andy hockley  

lamsig@iatefl.org
Committee members: andy curtis,  

Josh round and Jenny Johnson 

Literature Media and Cultural Studies 
(LMCS)
http://lmcs.iatefl.org/
Coordinator: chris Lima lmcssig@iatefl.org
Discussion list moderator: christien van gool 

cmmhvangool@planet.nl
Events coordinator: eveline reichel  

reichel@bluewin.ch
Extensive reading liaison officer:  

heather doiron
Newsletter editor: alan pulverness  

alan@nile-elt.com
Treasurer: amos paran a.paran@ioe.ac.uk
Webmaster: carel Burghout echidna2@xs4all.nl

Who’s who in IATEFL
Patron: professor david crystal, oBe, fBa 

Advisory Council
As Patron: david crystal
As Editor of the ELTJ: graham hall
Individual members: amos paran, anna searle, 

catherine walter, Johannes wassenberg and 
tessa woodward

Board of Trustees 
President: Marjorie rosenberg  

president@iatefl.org
Vice President: Margit szesztay vp@iatefl.org
Treasurer: colin Mackenzie treasurer@iatefl.org
Secretary: Zeynep urkun
Membership Chair: gary Motteram
SIG Representative: george pickering  

sigrep@iatefl.org
Associates Representative: Lou McLaughlin 

associaterep@iatefl.org
Electronic Committee Chair: caroline Moore 

elcomchair@iatefl.org

Committee Members
Associates: (chair) Lou McLaughlin,  

nazli gungor, harry kuchah
Conference: Marjorie rosenberg (chair),  

Louise atkins, angelos Bollas, Bethany cagnol, 
Lisa duckworth, alice heggie, alison Medland 
and ros wright

Conference Selections Editor: tania pattison 
cseditor@iatefl.org

ElComm: caroline Moore (chair), Louise atkins, 
heike philp, ania rolinska, paul sweeney, 
Mercedes viola and shaun wilden

Finance: colin Mackenzie (chair),  
sirina chaikhampaeng, karsten gramkow, 
wayne rimmer and Lizzie wojtkowska-wright 

IATEFL Representative on the ELTJ panel: 
Marion williams

IATEFL Representative on the ELTJ 
Management Board: catherine walter

Publications: Margit szesztay (chair),  
roy Bicknell, derek phillip and vicky saumell 
(co-opted)

Membership: gary Motteram (chair),  
Mojca Belak, tilly harrison, sandy Millin and 
nicola perry

Scholarship Working Party (SWP):  
Maureen Mcgarvey (chair), eryl griffiths,  
amos paran and adrian tennant

Voices Editor: alison schwetlick editor@iatefl.org

Head Office 
Chief Executive
 Jon Burton (from 1 august 2016)
Deputy Chief Executive 
 Louise atkins louise@iatefl.org 
Finance Officer
 sirina chaikhampaeng sirina@iatefl.org
Conference Organiser 
 alison Medland alison@iatefl.org 
Deputy Conference Organiser
 alice heggie alice@iatefl.org
Sponsorship and Exhibition Officer 
 Lisa duckworth lisa@iatefl.org
SIGs and General Administrator 
 eleanor Broadbridge eleanor@iatefl.org
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ANELTA  (Angola)
angolaanelta@gmail.com

ANUPI  (Mexico)
asociacion@anupi.org.mx
www.anupi.org.mx

APC-ELI  (Cuba)
egarbey@infomed.sld.cu

APPI (Portugal)
appi@appi.pt
www.appi.pt

ASTEL  (Sudan)
neljack@hotmail.com

ATECR  (Czech Republic)
liba@karoliner.cz

ATEF (Finland)
english@suomenenglanninopettajat.fi
http://www.suomenenglanninoppettajat.fi

ATEI  (Iceland)
kristen@fa.is
www.ki.is/feki

ATEL  (Lebanon)
atel_lb@hotmail.com
www.atel-lb.org

ATER  (Rwanda)
kanrukundo@gmail.com
http://www.aterw.org/

ATES  (Senegal)
nationalates@gmail.com
www.ates.education.sn

ATETE - SELF  (Denmark)
bfje@ucsyd.dk

AzerELTA  (Iran, Islamic  
Republic Of)

talebov@yahoo.com
www.eltanet.org

AzETA  (Azerbaijan)
azer_eta@yahoo.com
www.az-eta.org

associates are now listed by name with 
email and web contact details. in cases 
where associates were in the process 
of signing or renewing their associate 
agreements at the time of printing their 
names may not appear in the list below. in 
case of doubt please contact iatefL head 
office. Modifications to contact details in 
this list should be sent to head office. 

Associates (as of June 2016)

Learning Technologies (LT)
http://ltsig.iatefl.org/
Joint coordinators: shaun wilden and  

sophia Mavridi ltsig@iatefl.org;  
shaun@ltsig.org.uk and sophia@ltsig.org.uk

Community manager: Marisa constantinides 
marisa.constantinides@gmail.com

Events coordinator: nikola fortova  
events@ltsig.org.uk

Events coordinator: vacancy
Treasurer: vicky saumell treasurer@ltsig.org.uk
Web content editors: sylvia guinan and  

Jo hayes editor@ltsig.org.uk
Web content team member: dimitris primalis 

dprimalis@gmail.com
Webmaster: vacancy

Materials Writing (MaW)
http://mawsig.iatefl.org/
Coordinator: rachael roberts mawsig@iatefl.org
Deputy publications coordinator:  

tania pattison
Events coordinators: karen richardson  

karen.richardson@gmx.de, Lizzie pinard  
lizzie.pinard@gmail.com and rachel daw  
rachel.daw18@gmail.com

Publications coordinator: James styring 
jamesstyring@yahoo.co.uk

Social media coordinator: karen white  
karen@whiteinklimited.co.uk

Strategy and finance coordinator:  
Lewis Lansford lewis.lansford@mac.com

Technology coordinator: damian williams 
damo04@gmail.com

Website manager: John hughes

Pronunciation (Pron)
http://pronsig.iatefl.org/
Coordinator: wayne rimmer pronsig@iatefl.org
Acting webmaster: alex selman  

alex.selman@mac.com
Facebook coordinator: Louise guyett
Finance officer: piers Messum  

p.messum@gmail.com
General members: catarina pontes,  

gemma archer, heather hansen and  
tatiana skopintseva

Journal editor: Laura patsko speakout@iatefl.org
Members-at-large: Jonathan Marks, Jane setter 

and robin walker

Research (Res)
http://resig.iatefl.org/
Joint Coordinators: sarah Mercer and  

daniel Xerri resig@iatefl.org
Discussion list moderator: Mark wyatt  

wyatt_mark@yahoo.com
Electronic manager: daniel Xerri resig@iatefl.org
Event coordinators: sarah Brewer  

s.m.brewer@reading.ac.uk and yasmin dar 
yd19@leicester.ac.uk

Membership coordinator: sandie Mourão 
nettlehouse@mail.telepac.pt

Newsletter editors: ana inés salvi  
anainess26@yahoo.com.ar; Mark wyatt 
wyatt_mark@yahoo.com and sandie Mourão 
nettlehouse@mail.telepac.pt

Outreach coordinators: richard smith 
r.c.smith@warwick.ac.uk and harry kuchah 
hkuchah@yahoo.com

Public relations: deborah Bullock 
bullockdeborah1@gmail.com

Scholarships coordinator: Larysa sanotska 
sanotska@yahoo.com

Teacher-research conference organiser:  
kenan dikilitas kenandikilitas@gmail.com

Treasurer: siân etherington  
s.etherington@salford.ac.uk

Website editor: christina gkonou  
cgkono@essex.ac.uk

Teacher Development (TD)
http://www.tdsig.org
Coordinator: sinéad Laffan tdsig@iatefl.org
Assistant website and social media 

coordinator: Michael harrison  
mjah84@gmail.com

Assistant newsletter editor: adam simpson 
adams@sabanciuniv.edu

Face-to-face events coordinator: vacancy 
Newsletter editor: willy cardoso  

cardoso.elt@gmail.com 
Online events coordinator: tyson seburn  

tyson.seburn@utoronto.ca
Website and social media editor:  

divya Madhavan divya.madhavan@ecp.fr
Testing Evaluation and Assessment 
(TEA)
http://tea.iatefl.org
Joint Coordinators: neil Bullock and  

Judith Mader teasig@iatefl.org

AALBiH  (Bosnia And 
Herzegovina)

aal.in.bih@gmail.com

ACPI  (Costa Rica)
anamadri@costarricense.cr
www.acpi-tesol.com

ACUET  (Sri Lanka)
perfectdesign@ymail.com

AINET  (India)
amolpadwad@gmail.com

AMATE  (Czech Republic)
amate@amate.cz
www.amate.cz

trustees and committee Members can be contacted by 
emailing generalenquiries@iatefl.org

the editor of Voices can be contacted by post at  
iatefL 2–3 the foundry, seager road, faversham, kent 

Me13 7fd or by email at editor@iatefl.org

administrative staff, sig coordinators and Local 
associations can be contacted directly at the addresses 

above and below.

in a large organisation like iatefL people are always on 
the move and contact details can rapidly become out of 
date. please email generalenquiries@iatefl.org if you find 

any errors or omissions in these listings.

BC TEAL  (Canada)
wshawna@gmail.com
www.bcteal.org

BELNATE  (Belarus)
worldlit1@mail.ru
www.ir.bsu.by/kel/teachers/belnate.htm

BELTA (Belgium)
beltabelgium@gmail.com
www.beltabelgium.com

BETA  (Bulgaria)
beta.iateflbg@gmail.com
www.beta-iatefl.org

BRAZ-TESOL  (Brazil)
claudiacavalcante@braztesol.org.br
www.braztesol.org.br

CAMELTA  (Cameroon)
nationalcamelta@gmail.com
http://camelta-cameroon.weebly.com/

CELEA  (China)
celea@fltrp.com
www.celea.org.cn

Events coordinators: Mehvar erggun turkkan 
mehvare@hotmail.com and Zeynep urkun 
zeynepu@sabanciuniv.edu

Newsletter editors: Ayşegül Liman 
ayseguliman@gmail.com and Susan Sheehan 
s.sheehan@hud.ac.uk

Social media manager: ceyda Mutlu  
mceyda@metu.edu.tr 

Webmaster: thom kiddle thom@nile-elt.com 
Webinar team: neil Bullock  

englishplus@bluewin.ch and sharon hartle 
sharonhartle@yahoo.it

Member-at-Large: dave allan dave@nile-elt.com

Teacher Training and Education (TTEd)
http://ttedsig.iatefl.org
Coordinator: Birsen tutunis ttedsig@iatefl.org 
Discussion list moderator: vacancy
Newsletter editor: vacancy
Publicity and membership officer:  

Burcu tezcan burcu.tezcan-unal@zu.ac.ae
Webinar manager: vacancy
Webmaster: kalyan chattopadhyay  

profkalyan@gmail.com

Young Learners and Teenagers (YLT)
http://www.yltsig.org
Coordinator: nicky francis yltsig@iatefl.org
C&TS publication editor: david valente 

englishesforall@gmail.com
Events coordinator: vacancy
Sponsorship and event organiser: vacancy
Online events and website coordinator:  

vacancy
Social media coordinator: christina giannikas 

christinagian@hotmail.com
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CI-ATEFL  (Cote D’ivoire)
ngoran.marcos@yahoo.com

CLASS  (Congo, The Democratic 
Republic Of The)

sangabau@hotmail.com

CoFFET  (Japan)
cofetj.japan@gmail.com

E and M - GATE  (Germany)
verwaltung@englisch-und-mehr.de
http://englisch-und-mehr.de

EATE  (Estonia)
selts@eate.ee
www.eate.ee

ECUATESOL  (Ecuador)
eortiz7466@gmail.com
http://educ2016.wix.com/ 

ecuatesol-org

ELPA  (Ethiopia)
aaelta2012@gmail.com
http://eeltpa.pbworks.com

ELT Ireland  (Ireland)
info.eltireland@gmail.com
www.elt-ireland.com

ELTA (Serbia)
elta.kancelarija@gmail.com
http://www.elta.org.rs

ELTA  (Albania)
eltaalb@gmail.com
www.eltaal.org

ELTABB  (Germany)
thechair@eltabb.com
www.eltabb.com

ELTAF  (Germany)
events@eltaf.de
www.eltaf.de

ELTAI (India)
eltai_india@yahoo.co.in
www.eltai.in

ELTAM  (Montenegro)
eltam@t-com.me

ELTAM  (Macedonia)
president@eltam.org.mk
www.eltam.org.mk

ELTAN  (Nigeria)
omehngwoke@yahoo.com

ELTA-OWL e. V.  (Germany)
info@elta-owl.de
www.elta-owl.de

ELTA-Rhine   (Germany)
english_with_lisa@yahoo.com
www.elta-rhine.de

ELTAS  (Germany)
chair@eltas.de
www.eltas.de

ELTAU  (Germany)
eve.mullett@gmx.de
www.eltau.de

English Australia  (Australia)
sophieokeefe@englishaustralia.com.au
www.englishaustralia.com.au

ETAG (Georgia)
etag.tbilisi@caucasus.net
www.etag.ge

ETAI  (Israel)
etaioffice@gmail.com
www.etai.org.il

ETAS  (Switzerland)
pres@e-tas.ch
www.e-tas.ch

EULETA  (Germany)
euleta-treasurer@euleta.org
www.euleta.org

FAAPI  (Argentina)
presidente@faapi.org.ar
www.faapi.org.ar

FORTELL  (India)
ruchikaushik01@gmail.com
www.fortell.org

FORUM  (Kyrgyzstan)
forumeltassociation@gmail.com

GATE  (Ghana)
myisaiah20@yahoo.com
www.facebook.gate

GELI  (Cuba)
alcgeli@ceniai.inf.cu

GEN TEFL  (Thailand)
gentefl15@gmail.com
www.gentefl.org

HELTA eV  (Germany)
kilshaw@t-online.de
www.helta.de

HUPE  (Croatia)
hupe.international@gmail.com
www.hupe.hr

IATEFL Chile  
thomastranslator@gmail.com
https://www.iateflchile.cl

IATEFL Hungary 
office@iatefl.hu
www.iatefl.hu

IATEFL Poland  
office@iatefl.org.pl
www.iatefl.org.pl

IATEFL Slovenia  
sandra.vida@iatefl.si
www.iatefl.si

IATEFL Ukraine  
anna_chuiko@yahoo.com
http://ukraineiatefl.wix.com/iateflukraine

IELTA  (Iran, Islamic Republic Of)
bitarezaei82@yahoo.com
www.ielta.ir

IETA  (Indonesia)
andridefrioka@yahoo.com

IndiaCALL  (India)
infoindiacall@gmail.com
www.indiacall.in

INGED  (Turkey)
nazlidemirbas_06@hotmail.com
www.inged.org.tr

JALT  (Japan)
jco@jalt.org
http://jalt.org

KATE  (Korea, Republic Of)
kateskorea@gmail.com
www.kate.or.kr

KELTA  (Russian Federation)
keltakra@gmail.com

KOTESOL  (Korea, Republic Of)
outreach@koreatesol.org
http://www.koreatesol.org/

KSAALT  (Saudi Arabia)
ksaaltprez@gmail.com
www.ksaalt.org

LAKMA  (Lithuania)
asociacija.lakma@gmail.com
http://www.lakmaonline.lt

LATE  (Latvia)
andys@latnet.lv
www.late.lv

Levende Talen  (Netherlands)
p.rose@aps.nl
www.levendetalen.nl

Libya TESOL  (Libya)
aalkhaiyali@wssu.edu
http://libyatesol.org/

MATEFL  (Malta)
jeantheuma@hotmail.com
www.matefl.org

MELTA  (Germany)
treasurer@melta.de
www.melta.de

META  (Moldova)
meta.moldova@gmail.com
http://meta-moldova.md/new/

MEXTESOL  (Mexico)
administracion@mextesol.org.mx
www.mextesol.org

MORCE-Network  (Morocco)
ammusta@gmail.com
www.morce.net

NATECLA  (United Kingdom)
info@natecla.org.uk
www.natecla.org.uk

NATESOL  (United Kingdom)
jtnicolson@hotmail.co.uk
www.natesol.org

NELTA  (Nepal)
ccnelta@gmail.com
www.nelta.org.np

NileTESOL  (Egypt)
amira.salama22@yahoo.com
www.niletesol.org

PAET  (Cyprus)
elenaparask@gmail.com

Qatar TESOL  (Qatar)
info@qatartesol.org
www.qatartesol.org

SATEFL  (United Kingdom)
carol.irvine@glasgow.ac.uk
http://satefl.co.uk/

Saudi Organization of EFL 
Education  (Saudi Arabia)

talbeiz@uj.edu.sa

SELTA  (Senegal)
selta.instructor@gmail.com
www.selta.sites.google.com/site/

englishlanguagecell

SIETAR Italia  (Italy)
tesoriere@sietar-italia.org

SKA  (Slovakia)
scet.ska@gmail.com

SLTA formerly LMS  (Sweden)
eva_z_p@tele2.se
www.spraklararna.se

SPELT  (Pakistan)
sarwar.zakia@gmail.com
www.spelt.org.pk

SPELTA  (Russian Federation)
tatiana-szelinger@yandex.ru
www.spelta.stormway.ru

TATE  (Tunisia)
abid.salwa@yahoo.com
www.tate-tunisia.com

TAYR  (Tunisia)
tayr.tayr@gmail.com

in a large organisation like iatefL 
people are always on the move 
and contact details can rapidly 
become out of date. please email 
generalenquiries@iatefl.org if you 
find any errors or omissions in 
these listings.

TEA (Austria)
office@tea4teachers.org
www.tea4teachers.org

TEFL in Yemen  (Yemen)
k.alparaty@yahoo.com
www.yementefl.webs.com

TEFLIN  (Indonesia)
dsukyadi@upi.edu
www.teflin-indonesia.org

TELTA  (Tanzania, United Republic 
Of)

jamalizer@gmail.com

TESOL Arabia  (United Arab 
Emirates)

am2000r@yahoo.com
www.tesolarabia.org

TESOL France  
tesolfrance@gmail.com
www.tesol-france.org

TESOL Greece  
tesolgreece@gmail.com
http://www.tesolgreece.org

TESOL Kuwait  
membership@tesolkuwait.com
www.tesolkuwait.org

TESOL Macedonia-Thrace  
N. Greece  (Greece)

tesolmth@gmail.com
www.tesolmacedoniathrace.org

TESOL Spain  
catt-boardman@tesol-spain.org
www.tesol-spain.org

TESOL Sudan  (United Arab 
Emirates)

elsheikhaymen@hotmail.com
http://www.tesolsudan.net

TESOLANZ  (New Zealand)
m.jeurissen@auckland.ac.nz
www.tesolanz.org.nz

TEUM  (Greece)
serresteum@hotmail.com

Thailand TESOL  (Thailand)
pragasit@gmail.com
thailandtesol.org

UKBET   (Bangladesh)
ukbetbd@gmail.com

UNELTA  (Uganda)
unelta.association@gmail.com
www.unelta.com

URUTESOL  (Uruguay)
urutesol@gmail.com
www.urutesol.org

UzTEA  (Uzbekistan)
uztea@edu.uz
www.uztea.uz

VENTESOL  (Venezuela)
ernestol@hotmail.com
www.ventesol.org

YARTEA  (Russian Federation)
yartea@list.ru
www.yartea.ru

ZATESL  (Zimbabwe)
rmagadzire@gmail.com






